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OUTDOOREYE

Comfortable child carrier

NEW PRODUCTS

OSPREY’S / Poco AG Series: The new Poco AG Series features
Osprey’s Anti-Gravity Suspension System to deliver a comfortable,
supportive, lightweight, well ventilated and easy to adjust child
carrier. A rapid deploy sunshade provides shade and can be utilized
with the add-on raincover. Available in three models. MSRP $250-330.

For a fast trek or run

Keeping cool, in style

BOREAS GEAR / Olema 25: For a fast trek or a run with a
few extras, the Olema 25 is built with a tuckable foam hipbelt
and extra-perforated shoulder straps. Featuring ribcage
construction and lower integrated daisy chain compression, the
Olema 25 keeps the weight high and tight so the wearer does
not have to leave anything behind. MSRP $119.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

ALITE / Cooler Series: Who knew coolers could be stylish? New from Alite are the Bucket Cooler (can carry 10 beers), the Cooler Pack
(works like a backpack) and the Fiesta Cooler (big enough for provisions). MSRP $59-129.
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NEW PRODUCTS

PATAGONIA / Merino Air Baselayer: Described as a first-ever fusion of sustainably sourced
wool and cutting-edge technology, Merino Air garments offer warmth, breathability and a better fit
than conventional Merino baselayers. The items also maintain the natural odor-fighting properties of
wool. MSRP $149 (hoody); $129 (bottoms).

LP SUPPORT /
232Z Back Support
Compression Top:
From the brand’s
EmbioZ apparel
line, the shirt’s
Power System
covers and improves
proprioception of the
medial muscles of the
scapula and torso. It
has a seamless design
and wicks sweat and
stays breathable to
keep the body dry and
comfortable during
exercise.

Seamless support

Protective

Wool fusion apparel

BUTLER BOOTS / Rockhopper: A low-cut,
four-season over shoe for kids, the Rockhopper
will hit retail in Spring 2016. Butler Boots uses a
TPE compound, a consistent high performer in
cold-temperature-crack tests and slip-and-wear
tests. The Rockhopper is machine washable, has
no adhesives and has a duel density footbed for
comfort. MSRP $30.

LEWIS N. CLARK / Iceman Ice Scarf: Uses
non-toxic crystal polymer cooling technology. The
scarf is reusable up to 30 times. The cooling tech
activates when the item is soaked in fresh water for
three-plus minutes. Users can place it around the
neck, shoulders, forehead or wrist. It is available in
Bandana Blue, Solid Orange and Lime.
Cool comfort in a scarf
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With wicking fabrics

HEADSWEATS / Technical Trucker Hat:
The Squatch trucker hat is made of proprietary
Performance Eventure woven and mesh fabrics.
It is lightweight, wicking, breathable and quick
drying. It’s a hat designed to keep the head cool
after a workout. The Eventure terry sweatband
wrapped in Eventure knit minimizes perspiration
on the face and head. MSRP $24.

An updated classic

NEW PRODUCTS

Illuminated performance piece

OUTDOOREYE
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SUNDAY AFTERNOONS / Ultra Adventure Hat: The Ultra Adventure
Hat for Spring 2016 embodies the second generation of the Original
Adventure Hat and commemorates 20 years of Sunday Afternoons’
go-anywhere approach to headwear. It has an updated look and new
technologies such as the Clamshell Brim and the Sunglass Lock. MSRP $42.
BERTUCCI / A5-P: The A-5P Illuminated high-performance watch is
designed to tackle everyday outdoor adventures. It has a lightweight, durable
construction with a heavy-duty, yet lightweight carbon fiber-reinforced 45 mm
case. The watch has Swiss-made tritium illuminating tubes for continuous
illumination. No buttons to push or batteries to activate. MSRP $379.99.

outdoorinsightmag.com

At The North Face, we design products that inspire
adventure and outlast obstacles. Our Premium and
Transit packs are bolstered with CORDURA® fabrics
to ensure maximum durability and the ability to
endure any adventure.

The North Face Women's Borealis Backpack

The North Face Surge Backpack
Meet the CORDURA® brand team at:
Outdoor Retailer Summer Market
August 5 - 8, 2015
Booth# 39213

© 2015 INVISTA. CORDURA® is a registered trademark of INVISTA for durable fabrics.
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NEW PRODUCTS
OUTDOOREYE
A lightweight palace
Keeping your distance

Built to last
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A singularity of purpose, done right in solid
titanium... is a good thing when measuring
something so scarce as time.

COGHLAN’S /
Picnic Plate:
Sturdy two mm
polypropylene plates
that hold your food and
beverages all at once.
It has a thumb hole for
easy carrying and holds
wine glasses on the
side, or standard drink
cans in the middle. BPA
free plastic. Dishwasher
and microwave safe.
Plastic will not absorb
food odor.

Quick set up

ORU / Kayak Coast+:
Oru Kayak introduces the Coast
collection of expedition kayaks.
Like its predecessor, the Coast+
unfolds from box to boat in 10
minutes or less. Featuring an
ergonomic seat, extra deck
straps to store gear and assist
with rescues, adjustable thigh
braces and folding hatch to
access camping gear. Weighs
34 pounds. MSRP $2375.

Two picnics in one

Overnight drying

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

The 19th Taipei Innovative Textile Application Show (TITAS 2015) will be held from October 19-21 at Taipei World
Trade Center Nangang Exhibition Hall. There will be nearly 400 exhibitors with more than 760 booths from all over
the world to gather in TITAS.
TITAS is the only professional textile trade show you may find in Taiwan, as well as the most important innovative
textile exhibition in Asia. This year's TITAS is all about function, fashion and sustainability. For more information,
please visit official website (http://www.titas.tw).
Ad by Bureau of Foreign Trade
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Implemented by TTF.

DRYGUY / Simple Dry: Utilizing thermal convection
technology, the new Simple Dry is designed to be a
simple and reliable way to dry footwear and gloves
overnight. It also helps to reduce odors and extend the
life of gear. It uses minimal power wattage and is safe to
use on all types of footwear without fear of shrinking or
stiffening. Simple Dry has extra long tubes that will dry
boots up to 16-inches tall. MSRP $40.
outdoorinsightmag.com

DRINK IT ALL IN

SMALLEST & MOST COST-EFFECTIVE WATER PURIFICATION DEVICE

PURE & SIMPLE

INTRODUCING THE PA PURE™ ELECTROLYTIC WATER PURIFIER, FROM
POTABLE AQUA®, THE MOST TRUSTED BRAND IN WATER PURIFICATION
WWW.POTABLEAQUA.COM

SEE THE NEW POTABLE AQUA PURE AT OUTDOOR RETAILER SUMMER MARKET.

LIBERTY MOUNTAIN - BOOTH #10007

ADVENTURE 16 - BOOTH #18027

OUTDOORNEWS
OR Winter Market Date Change Will Leave Many Scrambling

I

ndustry reaction to Outdoor
Retailer’s decision to
move up the January show
dates for its Winter Market
through 2018 have largely been
favorable. Nonetheless, the July 9
announcement that the January
2016 event will now be staged from
January 6-10 has left some fuming,
frantic and forced to make some
difficult financial decisions. More
than that, sales representatives,
vendors and retailers are sure to
be further impacted by the date
switch, which will likely force
many of them to work through the
holiday season without a break or a
full assessment of how the current
outdoor season is trending.
“I believe, in general, that people
like that the show is moving
earlier, but the timing of this
announcement is really bad,” says
Leta Kalfas, principal of MTN Stuff,
a Colorado rep agency in the Rocky
Mountain region for Osprey Packs,
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Outdoor Research and Western
Mountaineering.
“This (2016) is going to be
challenging for retailers and sales
representatives,” proclaims Cami
Garrison, director for the Western
Winter Sports Reps Association
(WWSRA), which counts 11,000 sales
reps and 2000 specialty retailers
among its membership. “They are
going to have to divide and conquer
and evaluate what is most realistic.”

WWSRA, which has been staging early January shows for more
than a decade, has events planned
for Portland, OR, and its Rocky
Mountain members during the
same week as the 2016 OR Winter
Market. It is shifting those events
to a Monday-Wednesday schedule,
but says there is not much else it
can do at this point. The final day of
the regional events will conflict with
OR’s Mountain Demo Day.
“We have financial and contractual
obligations to our venues and
members,” says Garrison, adding
that WWSRA still intends to host
regional shows for winter, outdoor
and active lifestyle products the
week after OR Winter Market
concludes in January. “We’re not
changing what we’re doing, but
we’re doing the best we can to
accommodate.”
There is a feeling by some that
earlier January trade show dates
should not have been formally
adopted or announced until the
SnowSports Industries Association
(SIA), which has been gathering
feedback from its members on
possible show date changes,
weighed in. David Ingemie, outgoing
SIA president, did not return Outdoor
Insight’s calls for comment by press
time. The next SnowSports Show,
which has historically played “date
hopscotch” with OR Winter Market
for years, is scheduled for January
28-31 in Denver.
Doug Gellman, hard goods and
footwear buyer for Blue Ridge
Mountain Sports in Charlottesville,
VA, says the human impact of the
OR date change should not be
underestimated. “The holidays are
a crunch time and this will make it
difficult for many of us, especially

those who plan their vacations and
off-time afterward.
“Like myself, a lot of outdoor buyers also work the sales floor during
holiday season. This date change will
not give any of us much breathing
room,” adds Gellman, who says the
earlier OR dates won’t give buyers
enough time to have a full understanding or assessment of their current season’s business before being
forced to make buying decisions.
Gellman is also worried that
the earlier OR dates will prompt
manufacturers to pull back the dates
that pre-seasons (pre-book orders)
are due. The paper is usually due a
week or two after OR ends, he says.
For its part, OR organizers say
there were several reasons for the
show date changes, which include
January 7-10, 2017 and January
6-9, 2018. Most notably, “a benefit
to finalize or tweak orders before
ordering deadlines and see new
products and suppliers earlier.”
Additionally, the trade group, which
says it listened to customer feedback
from retailers and manufacturers
before making its decision, says
the new Winter Market show dates
would avoid conflict with both the
Martin Luther King holiday weekend
and the Sundance Film Festival. The
latter will offer a housing benefit to
OR attendees. The organization says
its show date changes are supported
by feedback from inquiries it made
to more than 6000 specialty retailers
and exhibitors earlier this year.
“We all must react to 2016 and
work proactively to create the new
[trade show] norm for 2017 and
beyond,” comments Garrison.
In other OIA-related developments,
the trade organization has named
Amy Roberts, the director of
sustainability for Mountain
Equipment Co-Op, as its new
executive director. She fills a vacancy
left by the abrupt departure of Frank
Hugelmeyer in November. Roberts
was the OIA’s VP of government
affairs, where she headed the group’s
trade and recreation efforts. The
OIA is also said to be exploring a
reduction in its board size to 15-18
from 25 currently, a task that would
be accomplished through term limits
and existing members stepping
down. — Bob McGee
outdoorinsightmag.com

CLIP & TRIP
Clip this and present to
Seattle Sports for 10% off
one pre-season order for
2016 gear.

BOOTH: 32051

CHECK OUT OUR NEW
INNOVATIVE GEAR &
ACCESSORIES
www.seattlesportsco.com
(206) 782-0773
contact@seattlesportsco.com
BOOTH: 32051

No Matter Where You Are Going, We Have the Gear to Get You There.

®

OUTDOORNEWS
Coolcore Looks to Go Mainstream Outdoor

C

oolcore, the
chemical-free
fabric technology
that utilizes a
unique combination of fibers
and cross-sections for three
specific functions – wicking,
moisture transportation and
controlling the rate at which
moisture evaporates from
a garment for the cooling
effect – will become more
widely available in the outdoor
performance market in Spring
2016. Several global brands
are expected to introduce
collections using Coolcore.
The fabric is currently
available in Dr. Cool RecoveryOn-The-Go Wraps and in golf
caps from Imperial Headwear,
a division of Paramount
Apparel International.
The Portsmouth, NH,
company, a finalist in the
2014 ITMA Future Material
Awards for “Most Innovative

Small Company,” began as
Cool Comfort Technologies
in Windham, ME, headed by
Joseph Turner and Dennis
Ackroyd, who previously
helped develop Polarfleece at
Malden Mills. The duo sold
the Coolcore intellectual
property and certain
company assets four years
ago to a group of investors
led by New England real
estate developers Michael
Simchik and Mark Stebbins.
Venture capitalist J.
Christopher Burch, founder
and CEO of Burch Creative
Capital, subsequently
became a key investor in the
company that had a reported
$10 million in first year
revenues.
Now, after more than
four years of lab- and fieldtesting, Coolcore has struck
a partnership with Red Bank,
NJ-based Concept III Textiles

Burton Exec Nick Sargent
Named New SIA President

Straight up...
We are the
industry
experts.

NICK SARGENT WILL BE THE NEW

A best in class program designed to save you money.
Retailers:
Complete business package policy that
includes rental, demo and repair liability.

Manufacturers:
Product liability coverage in an exclusive program
m
and lower minimum premiums.

Be a part of the only insurance program
endorsed by Outdoor Industry Association®.

www.outdoorsportsins.com
800-491-2858 | Booth #BRL206
® Outdoor Industry Association and the Outdoor Industry Association logo are registered trademarks of Outdoor Industry Association.
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to help introduce its chemicalfree, moisture-wicking textile,
which regulates sweat
evaporation and reduces
skin surface temperature by
up to 30 percent, to outdoor
apparel brands. Concept III’s
involvement with Coolcore will
also involve the development
of merchandising concepts
and other solutions.
Coolcore says the physical
structure of its textile is
what provides its cooling
properties, beginning with
hollow fibers that allow
for water to absorb into
the fabric. The spaced-out,
hollow threads enable air to
circulate easily through the
material and also regulate
moisture evaporation to
prolong the cooling effect.
Additionally, the fabric is
said to be highly durable,
able to withstand abrasions
and plenty of washings. O

president of SnowSports Industries
America. Most recently VP of global
business for Burton Snowboards,
Sargent will begin a transitional
role at the Washington, D.C.
offices of SnowSports Industries
America on August 24 where
he will work alongside current
SIA president David Ingemie.
Sargent will assume the role of
president following the 2016
SIA Snow Show in late January.
Ingemie, meanwhile, is slated to
remain at the trade group in the
role of immediate past president
and lead an archival project to
preserve the organization’s more
than 60-year history.
The appointment of Sargent to
the top job at SIA has been a long
and careful process by the SIA
board. The new SIA president
will be charged with leveraging
his sales and marketing expertise
at the organization as it aims to
grow the winter industry through
more connections among brands,

people and ideas.
Before his 12 years at Burton,
where he expanded the brand’s
global partner portfolio with the
likes of 3M, Fox Sports, Garmin,
Mini and Pepsi with snow event
and product partnerships, Sargent
managed Adidas-Salomon’s global
Winter Olympic initiatives. O
outdoorinsightmag.com

Outdoor Retailers Set Expansion, Growth Plans

C

hanges are underfoot
in the outdoor specialty retail channel,
from more expansion
for national co-operative REI,
TJX-owned Sierra Trading Post
and Dick’s-owned Field & Stream
to the divestiture of
Backcountry.com by parent and
QVC owner, Liberty Interactive.
REI is, at last, moving into
the Cleveland market with
a 27,000-square-foot store
in the city’s Pinecrest retail
development, which will mark the
chain’s fourth door in the Buckeye
State since September 2012. The
co-op also intends to open its
fourth store in the Philadelphia
market in Fall 2016 with a twostory, 34,000-square-foot store in
King of Prussia.
Meanwhile, the big development
at Sierra Trading Post, the off-price,
internet retailer with five brickand-mortar stores in the West, is

outdoorinsightmag.com

the opening of the banner’s first
flagship location in the eastern U.S.
Sierra, whose product focus is
largely on closeouts, overstocks
and seconds, is in the midst of
renovating 20,000-square feet of
space in Burlington, VT, where it
will reportedly open in time for
the holiday season. The Burlington
STP will mark the sixth outdoor
specialty shop in the northern
Vermont city of 42,000, but locals
contend the market can support
another without a problem.
Downtown Burlington is home
to a new L.L.Bean, North Face
and Patagonia brand stores, a
Fjallraven, and the locally owned
Outdoor Gear Exchange. Marc
Sherman, co-owner of Outdoor
Gear Exchange, recently told the
local newspaper that Bean opening
has increased retail foot traffic in
the city and helped his business.
For its part, publicly traded
TJX recently began making Sierra

Trading Post flyers available at
point-of-sale to customers in
its TJX, Marshall’s and Home
Goods stores, likely as a means to
introduce more consumers to the
largely Internet business that was
founded in 1986 and acquired by
TJX in Dec. 2012. It mails out nine
million catalogs annually.
At Dick’s, the retail giant’s
strategy to combine its sporting
goods format with a Field &
Stream door in five locations this
year, using an in-store crossover
door, was slated to start in Mobile,
AL, in late July with the opening
of the first All-American Sports
Center. Dick’s has plans to open
nine Field & Stream locations in all
this year, including the five combo
doors, and may have as many as
35 of the banners opened by the
end of 2017.
Liberty Interactive, meanwhile,
has decided to exit the online
outdoor space after less than

eight years. The company sold
Backcountry.com and its five niche
websites – CompetitiveCycle.com,
MotoSport.com, Bergfreunde.
de, SteepandCheap.com and
WhiskeyMilitia.com – in early July
for an undisclosed price. TSG
Consumer Partners, a private
equity firm and parent of a
portfolio of more than 50 brands
in eight consumer categories
including Revolve and Paige in
apparel/accessories and Popchips
and Famous Amos in the food
and beverage sector, is the new
Backcountry.com parent. It
intends to help the outdoor web
business, which began selling
online in 1996, to expand its
reach worldwide. Backcountry.
com, under CEO Jill Layfield, also
wants to diversify its selection
of 50,000 products from 900
brands as it moves forward with
a strategy to grow consumer
awareness for its brand. O
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KNIVES & TOOLS

BEYOND BASIC
Knives and multi-tools are basic elements in an outdoor enthusiast’s gear list. Fixed blade,
folding, single and multi-purpose models allow consumers to tailor their purchases to specific
applications and personal preferences. From brands over a century old to newcomers with
new design approaches, there’s never been a better selection of knives and multi-tools.
What features are outdoor
consumers looking for in their
knives and multi-tools?
Candice Mann, Industrial Revolution
“Price now more than ever. People
are a lot more cost-conscious today.
Multi-function, where it’s made,
and what it’s made of are important
factors today.”

Leatherman TREAD,
MSRP $165.

Anders Haglund, Helle Knives
“Heritage and authentic are words
thrown around a lot these days.

Not in the sense that something is
old fashioned, rather some things
resonate across generations like
quality hand craftsmanship for
example. Consumers are also
demanding knives that have full
utility.”
Lindsey Phelps, CRKT
“Outdoor consumers tend to
lean towards products that are
lightweight, durable and easy to carry
and use.”
Stephanie Young, Buck Knives
“Weight and dependability are two
key features. Multi-function would be
another selling point to those who are
carrying everything on their backs.”
Heider Lazzarini, Gerber
“On multi-tool, less is more. Multitools do not necessarily have 15 functions. When that happens many of
those functions are not particularly
great at what they do individually.
Fewer, closer to full-sized tools has
been resonating well with consumers.
We are seeing demand for fixed blade
knives. That’s a workhouse in the
outdoor space. For camping and hiking, you need something that’s more
robust than a folding knife.”
Chris Cashbaugh, SOG Specialty
Knives & Tools
“There is no one magic bullet for
outdoor consumers. They use their
knives for a wide variety of activities,
from cutting rope to cleaning a fish.
So functionality is the most attractive
feature that can be offered. We have
knives with LED lights embedded in
their handles. We have multi-tools
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that are designed to be lightweight.
Some knives have fire starters in the
handle or in the sheath. The days
of having just one single fixed blade
that’s up to every task is gone.”
Thomas Welk, Kershaw Knives,
Shun Cutlery & ZT Knives
“We are seeing people look to multifunction, lightweight products — and
being willing to pay a little more for
them. When they pay more, they
expect the product to hold up to the
use for which they intended it.”
Are knives still a right of passage as
they traditionally were for previous
generations of campers and hikers?
Derrick Lau, Benchmade Knife
“There is some of that tradition
still alive and well. The Boy Scouts
of America, where many youth get
their first introduction to nature,
have what they call their Totin’ Chip
badge, which is the organization’s
certification for Scouts to be able to
carry and use woods tools including
a knife.”
Thomas Welk, Kershaw Knives,
Shun Cutlery & ZT Knives
“While some Millennials certainly
have a sense of tradition, it’s usually
not in the same mold as previous
generations. They interpret traditions in their own ways, making them
relevant for themselves… Millennials
have a strong sense of adventure.
They’re looking for experiences, for
passion, and to discover new things
— and yes, they want to share those
experiences. As a knife manufacturer,
we want to show Millennials how a
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knife can be part of their adventure,
helping them gain those experiences
they value.”
Anders Haglund, Helle Knives
“As one of the oldest tools, the knife
has appeal and relevancy across
generations. Younger outdoors
people are just as interested in having
tools for camping, wood carving and
starting a fire by hand as any other
age group, perhaps even more so.
Millennials have taken to adventure
travel and outdoor activities that
require active participation, rather
than sitting on the beach at a hotel,
and gravitate toward brands and
items that are authentic and have
a story to tell. Knives make great
gifts due to the heirloom quality and
tradition of father’s handing knives
down to their sons and so on.”
Lindsey Phelps, CRKT
“It seems that there is a young fan
base for knives and tools, but instead
of a traditional pocketknife they
lean more towards cool looking and
innovative.”

outdoorinsightmag.com

Candice Mann, Industrial Revolution
“Learning how to use a knife at a
campsite is still a right-of-passage.
A knife is such an essential tool in
the outdoor experience that crosses
over generations and diverse
backgrounds. If there’s a change
it’s only in the style.”
How do you balance traditional and
modern elements in your designs?
Thomas Welk, Kershaw Knives,
Shun Cutlery & ZT Knives
“Outdoor buyers are influenced
by both functional design and
style. More and more knives are
trying to incorporate both to
maximize interest. The cool factor
plays a big part in getting someone’s
attention. That’s one of the reasons
we believe it’s important to stay
current with both new technology
and new materials.
We’ve moved away from the very
traditional style of pocketknives – like
something your grandfather would
have carried – and have developed
knives that not only suit the

practicality of the traditionalist knife
buyer, but will also be something that
grabs and holds the attention of the
modern buyer.”
Stephanie Young, Buck Knives
“The Buck Knives brand implies that
family and heritage traditions were
put into each product and we find
ways of combining the old with the
new. Not only do we offer these tools
but also we designed them with
walnut, traditional wood handles
and then applied a red powder coat
to the steel for a more modern and
unique look.”
Heider Lazzarini, Gerber
“The key is to keep a close eye on
trends in sporting goods and other
industries. Throughout our product
development process we envision
several different consumer personas.
We craft the features, colors,
materials, and technologies that cater
to the activities these individuals will
be involved in. The result is we have
a very broad portfolio of products.
We need to touch on those personas.

“The cool
factor plays
a big part
in getting
someone’s
attention.”
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Kershaw Shuffle, MSRP $27.99.

At the end of the day, design also
needs to be true to the brand.”
Candice Mann, Industrial Revolution
“Moraniv has 125 years of experience
making fixed blade knives. The

features have stayed true to
the original form. Today to stay
competitive its about finding the
right balance of staying true to the
design roots, making the knives
aesthetically pleasing and cost
competitively.”

before they buy. They want to fully
understand their gear. They know
that the kind of knife they need for
any particular task or trip varies.
In general, these knowledgeable
customers are concerned with
function, weight, and durability.”

Ben Rivera, Leatherman Tool
“For quite a long time our strategy
was always to make the best general
purpose multi-tool in several sizes.
After we had sizes worked out we
started adding features. As the tools
improved, people bought more as
we added features and benefits.
The strategy has evolved. We’ve
started targeting niches with special
products. Skeletool for outdoor,
Mako is bike-centric tool. You have
an original core Leatherman model
and tools that are now application
specific or complementary.
The new Tread was inspired by
difficulties travelers encountered
with TSA regulations. The Tread is
designed to have the most useful
TSA-compliant tools that travelers
may need.”

Chris Cashbaugh, SOG Specialty
Knives & Tools
“Outdoor enthusiasts are such a
diverse group that your product
line has to reflect that. A paddler’s
needs are different than a hiker’s,
who has different needs than an
angler. When we say we want to
be in the outdoor market, we have
to think of each segment of that
market and design a product that
would work best for each target
group.”

Are outdoor enthusiasts buying
multiple models? Is there a
strategic approach to these
purchases or is it more of an “oh,
that’s cool” impulse buy?

WWW.BUCKKNIVES.COM
660 S. LOCHSA ST. | POST FALLS, ID 83854 | 800-326-2825
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Thomas Welk, Kershaw Knives,
Shun Cutlery & ZT Knives
“Outdoor enthusiasts tend to be
gear geeks, so they will study the
products they intend to purchase

Heider Lazzarini, Gerber
“They are buying multiple models.
Consumers that are engaged in this
category tend to own several knives
and at least one multi-tool. Today,
a knife is a cool, must-have product
and there’s a seamless transition of
uses from one setting to another.”
Stephanie Young, Buck Knives
“They are buying to suit their needs,
as most enthusiasts value their gear
and want something functional, safe,
lightweight and effective. We design
our blades with these features but
incorporate colorful handles and
added accessories such as bottle
openers to appeal to the cool factor
as well.” O
outdoorinsightmag.com

master

the campfire

the perfect

picnic plate

WIND RESISTANT LIGHTER & FIRE POKER

PICNIC PLATE

The new Wind Resistant Lighter gets lit, and stays lit in almost any
condition. The new Fire Poker extends from 17” to 30” to safely
keep the ﬁre going.

Sturdy 2 mm polypropylene
plates that hold your food and
beverages all at once. Thumb
hole for easy carrying. Holds
wine glasses on the side, or
standard drink cans in the middle.
Dishwasher and microwave safe.

VISIT US AT ORSM BOOTH #7043
FACEBOOK.COM/COGHLANSGEAR
TWITTER: @COGHLANSGEAR
WEB: WWW.COGHLANS.COM

SUNGLASSES

STYLISH
PERFORMERS

SPY ROCKY
Featuring discreet Hytrel rubber in the nose
and temple areas and a Grilamid frame.
Happy Lens tech blocks the sun’s harmful
UV rays while letting beneficial long-wave
blue light through. MSRP $100-$150.

Aesthetics and Tech
Push the Sunglass
Market to New Heights.
ts.
WILEY X WX LEGEND
Part of the brand’s Street
Series. Designed for street-wise
good looks and packed with
performance. MSRP $120.

Athleisure is not just
for apparel. It has
long had a home
in the sunglass
category, where the
fusion of performance
and aesthetics is a
key driver of sales.
Taking a peek at
new sports sunglass

RUDY PROJECT AGON
Cycling-specific sunglass with integrated
Vent Controller for adjustment of airflow
to reduce thermal shock and prevent
fogging. MSRP $224.99.

styles, iconic sports
performance frame
silhouettes certainly
remain, but brands
are amping up their
offerings of streetSUNDOG PACE
TRUEBLUE
Stylish and lightweight with
TrueBlue lens tech that filters
blue light and blocks ultraviolet light for the ultimate in
protection and performance.
MSRP $69.99.

worthy styles that
also double as onthe-bike and in-thefield performers.
Looking beyond
style, lens technology
may be the new
battleground among
performance sunglass
brands. As a result,
light filtration as well
as optical clarity are
being take to a new
level in both tech and
affordability.
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UNDER ARMOUR
UA BIG SHOT
Designed for the larger
multi-sport athlete,
the UA Big Shot
delivers a customized
and comfortable fit
and ArmourSight
lenses offer superior
optical clarity. MSRP
$159.99.
outdoorinsightmag.com

ELECTRONICS

PACKING POWER
Portable Power Products Become Everyday Equipment.

Technology is changing the way outdoor enthusiasts pursue their passions. Earlier generations returned
to work after a week in the woods to find stacks of pink “While You Were Out” messages. Today, hikers,
mountain bikers, paddlers and climbers want to share their experiences with friends in real time. GoPros,
smartphones and GPS units all require power to capture and distribute those memories. And the new batch
of portable power products is reducing the fear of those “only one bar of power left” dilemmas.
Are there still opportunities for
growth in the outdoor market for
portable power products?
“We’ve seen substantial growth in
the market. The technologies have
gotten so much better over the
last five years. It’s a lot easier
to carry both generation and
power storage with you on
the trail in a lightweight
compact format.”
Jonathan Cedar, BioLite

Goal Zero Solar Ready
Gregory Stout 45 pack,
MSRP $160.

“Photographers
going further into the
backcountry than ever
before; traditional athletes
looking to train in the
outdoors who need to
track every step; each
one taking radically
different gear kits,
all demanding their
power supply be
unobtrusive but
still powerful and
smarter than what
they could find before. There has also
been an increase in the number of
electronics people are taking with them
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to enhance their outdoor experience
that require power, GoPros and action
cameras, rechargeable lanterns, and
wearables like smart watches.”
Bill Harmon, Goal Zero
“As technology continues to
advance, more products will be
introduced that you will want to take
camping, such as lanterns, flashlights
and radios. The product selection for
rechargeable items will also continue
to grow. The need for portable power
products will follow that trend.”
Erin Tracy, Olympia
“For each USB-powered headlamp,
water purifier or tent light sold there
is a corresponding growth opportunity
for Portable Power. The more that
retailers cross-merchandise solar
power gear with USB-powered outdoor
gear, the more growth we will have.”
Andy Howe, Solio
How has the target audience for
these products evolved?
“The audience has definitely
broadened beyond the early adopter,
tech-savvy younger group. We’re

seeing a lot of people who haven’t
been around portable power before
embracing the technology.”
Erin Tracy, Olympia
“It’s been interesting to watch the
audience evolve over the last few
years as more adopters get on board.
Where younger individuals were
already taking technology (phones
and cameras) on their outings, older
generations saw it as a distraction. In
the last year or so with so many critical
devices moving to USB charging as
opposed to disposable batteries, it’s
making more and more sense to bring
a charger with you along the way no
matter your age. Think of headlamps,
GPS units and satellite radios.”
Bill Harmon, Goal Zero
“Initially it was tech-savvy twentysomethings. Now the market is
growing to include families. There’s
so much more stuff in their kit that is
compatible with the renewable energy
ecosystem.”
Jonathan Cedar, BioLite
“All people shopping in Outdoor
are explicitly thinking about going
outdoorinsightmag.com
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Freedom abounds with AspectSolar and our
award-winning new portable solar technology.
Compare us with other brands to see for yourself...
Long-lasting batteries
Most environmentally friendly
Best efﬁciency
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ELECTRONICS
Why would
you want
to bring
along bags
and bags
of batteries
when you
can pack the
same amount
of power in
a portable
power supply
that can be
recharged
from a solar
panel?

off-grid. Every one of them is a target
purchaser.”
Andy Howe, Solio
What are the key features consumers
want in the product?
“Lightweight, capacity, durability.
What we’re finding more and more is
people are also looking for intelligence
and versatility in their equipment.
How smart is the device I’m using
and is it helping me with my power
consumption?”
Bill Harmon, Goal Zero
“Consumers are looking for faster
charging and products that can work
more universally. Size is also a concern.
The products need to be smaller,
lightweight and easily portable.”
Erin Tracy, Olympia
“There’s a dynamic in the market.
There are questions about when it is
appropriate to bring stored power and
when to generate power. Consumers
are still educating themselves. There’s
still some confusion too about the
power necessary to charge a headlamp

versus a smartphone versus a tablet
versus a laptop. That information isn’t
quite intuitive yet. The manufacturers
are getting better at labeling and users
are getting better at understanding
amperage standards for those devices.
There’s still some education needed
around that issue.”
Jonathan Cedar, BioLite
“The ability to charge gear and
electronics day or night from a solar
rechargeable battery is still primary.
Gear that is lightweight really matters in
the outdoor segment.”
Andy Howe, Solio
Is the market for rechargeable
products growing right along with the
availability of portable chargers?
“As portable power becomes more
convenient to carry, it makes more
sense for AA/AAA battery items to move
aside and let gear transition to built-in,
rechargeable batteries. Why would you
want to bring along bags and bags of
batteries when you can pack the same
amount of power in a portable power
supply that can be recharged from a
solar panel? You wouldn’t. One of the
biggest trends we see is rechargeable
lighting — no one likes those massive D
batteries in their pack.”
Bill Harmon, Goal Zero
“Last year we began selling from
solio.com gear that is ‘powered by
Solio.’ This stuff is still hard-to-discern
from the sea of throwaway battery
gear presented to consumers because
retailers don’t call it out and don’t
merchandise for rechargeable
outdoor gear as they could. In our
real-world experience, the more
consumers are offered the new
generation of rechargeable gear
like headlamps, lanterns and water
purification, the more they’ll adopt
it. Show it to ‘em and they’ll buy it
because it just makes sense.
I find it breathtaking that people
still spend $30 on a headlamp only
to spend another $25 in throwaway
batteries for each year of use,
not to mention the little mess of
battery e-waste created by just one
backcountry trip. This is the real
opportunity for innovative outdoor
brands and outdoor retailers — to
make and sell gear that ends the use of
single use batteries forever. The white
gas lantern is gone — so should be the
AAA battery powered gear.”
Andy Howe, Solio
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“The most important thing that’s
changed in the industry is that we
are all starting to standardize around
the USB standard so you can bring a
common supply of energy for all those
devices. We’ve been carrying these
devices with us for a long time. What is
new is how synergistic these devices are
with a shared energy source.”
Jonathan Cedar, BioLite
Do you see portable power products
becoming a basic, everyday piece of
gear for outdoor enthusiasts?
“It’s definitely trending that way since
technology is ever-present in our lives,
including those heading outdoors. We’re
now looking beyond making innovative
products to work with other outdoor
brands on Solar Ready collaborations
that make taking portable power
on your adventure easier than ever
before. Earlier this year we launched
our first collaboration with Gregory
Mountain Packs on the Stout and Amber
backpacks. These two lines of packs
have integrated attachment points
specifically for our Nomad 7 Soar Panel.
We also collaborated with Jackson
Kayaks on an angler kayak and with
Treeline Outdoors on a rooftop tent.”
Bill Harmon, Goal Zero
“More and more people want to bring
their technology with them. Even for
emergency or safety situations where
you want to have a radio or cellphone
with you. These products will grow in
popularity.”
Erin Tracy, Olympia
“The way we will pack for camping
in the future will be about bringing
your food, water, fuel and your energy.
Stored energy will become a common
resource for a whole host of items in
your pack.”
Jonathan Cedar, BioLite
Are outdoor retailers embracing this
category?
“We’ve been opening new doors and
channels left and right. As a whole in
the consumer electronic space, portable
power is expected to be a $10 billion
industry by 2020 and according to NPD/
Leisure Trend Data, portable solar
power is growing 17 percent.”
Bill Harmon, Goal Zero
“There is a substantial opportunity
for retailers to educate their customers
the way they do with other products.
outdoorinsightmag.com

In the past, it’s been a jumble of
products without a lot of education.
The retailers can help interpret the
category for customers in a way they
have done for other categories.”
Jonathan Cedar, BioLite
“Retailers are stocking it, but I have
not found many merchants who are
actively selling portable power and
the outdoor gear it powers together
as a growth strategy. Many retailers
and brands are competing to sell the
cheapest/best headlamp, which takes
throw away batteries. The consumer
then will then spend $25 a year in
throwaway batteries in mass-market
chain stores. Specialty outdoor
retailers could capture this $25 by
selling a USB powered headlamp and a
portable solar charged battery. There
is a meaningful growth opportunity
for brands and retailers to market
gear that ends the consumption of
single-use batteries forever and beat
their competition while adding to their
bottom line.”
Andy Howe, Solio O

outdoorinsightmag.com

BioLite PowerLight Mini,
MSRP $39.95.

Solio Clip Mini,
MSRP $25.

Olympia EX550 Headlamp,
MSRP $69.99.

Olympia SB5500 Solar Charger with
Micro-USB Port, MSRP $59.99.

Goal Zero Nomad 7 Solar Panel,
MSRP $79.99.

Olympia WD180 Waterproof
Lantern, MSRP $29.99.
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PADDLESPORTS

STEADY
WATER
Stand Up Paddling is Growing while Paddling in General Stays Flat.

Ah, summer time. Is there a better way to enjoy blue skies and warm temperatures than paddling a boat? (We
think not.) Paddlesports at retail can best be defined as a collection of segments, such as canoe, recreational
kayaks and stand up paddleboards. Paddling, although one of the centerpieces of outdoor recreation, is
experiencing a lull in consumer interest. Yes, stand up paddling continues to attract attention, but canoes and
recreational kayaks are seeing flat sales growth. Key brands weigh in on the state of the market.
Which category is attracting the
most attention?
“The market is still growing. There
was astronomical fad growth, but
now it’s normalized to a healthy
level. There are companies that are
just surviving. Companies have to
embrace what the consumer is looking
for and push the boundaries in terms
of innovation. You can’t just build
boards and throw them out there.
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The companies that are growing and
finding success are building what
consumers want and are working
well with retailers. The consumer is
becoming more educated.”
Sean Douglas, Hobie Designs
“The market for SUP is continuing
to grow. The pace of growth may be
in question. It’s clear the activity is
growing. The participation numbers
are going up. There’s a lot of product

on the market so it’s a little difficult
to separate whether the industry is
growing or a brand is growing.
There are still new people coming
to the table. At the same time you are
seeing consolidation with Boardworks
being acquired by Confluence and
C4 Waterman being acquired by
Wenonah. For the consumer there are
still a huge number of brands.”
Jimmy Blakeney, BIC Sport
North America

outdoorinsightmag.com

Left: Sea Eagle Travel Canoe, MSRP $2399 and up.
Above: Wilderness Systems Tarpon 130X.

to fishing kayak.”
David Hadden, Johnson Outdoors
“There are paddlers who are looking
for bigger and better products. Families
see this as a recreational activity they
can do with everyone. The recreational
market is the core of the industry.
Surfers, racers, fisherman…lots of
segments to the market.
“The SUP market is similar to the
bike industry with sub-segments like
racing, surfing, whitewater and fishing.
The majority of the users are in the
recreational segment.
“As you push out, you get more
specialized people who are more
educated about the product and know
what they want. They are possibly on
their second or third boards and they
know the construction and performance
characteristics they want.”
Sean Douglas, Hobie Designs
“This year we’ve seen SUP [sales]
have significantly fallen off in growth.
We’re seeing small single digit growth.
In the past two-to-five years, growth was
20-30 percent year over year.
The fishing market has continued to
have another record 30 percent growth
this year. Fishing kayaks is clearly the
strongest category right now.”
David Hadden, Johnson Outdoors
Is paddlesports attracting new users
or are previous paddlers adding
different styles of boats?
“A lot of the record growth is
from true fishermen without previous
paddling experience. Shore fishermen
and powerboat owners adding to
their fleet or downsizing from boat

outdoorinsightmag.com

“The SUP market is drawing in a
group of people who haven’t been
paddlesports people. They are more
outdoor active lifestyle that are
attracted to board sports. The sex
appeal of a board sport where you can
stand in your bikini and be seen out
on the water is appealing compared
to a kayak where you are closed into a
boat. Existing paddlers are also adding
another new toy.”
Jimmy Blakeney, BIC Sport
North America
What feature sets are driving
consumer’s interest?
“The best kayak angling specialty
shops say accessories sales are

almost equal to the boat sale.
Now the average boat sale is
approximately $1,000. Accessories to
match may include a drysuit, more
expensive paddles, fish finders and
coolers. It’s really expanded from
a guy buying a fishing kayak and
strapping a milk crate to it.
They want a comfortable seat.
Consumers will spend as much time
learning about the seat as they do the
hull design.”
David Hadden, Johnson Outdoors
“People are money-conscious.
On the flip side, people are looking for
more quality construction. Will the
boards stand up to wear and tear? Do
they have tie-down options? Is there
a handle, is there traction? They are
looking at the options before they buy.
We see a lot more consumers who
are going to demos, trying boards out
and learning the differences.”
Sean Douglas, Hobie Designs

The sex
appeal of a
board sport
where you
can stand in
your bikini
and be seen
out on the
water is
appealing
compared
to a kayak
where you
are closed
into a boat.

“For many people, [SUP] is still
so new. The majority of customers
are still looking for that entry-level
first board. They are also looking for
versatility. The boards that are going
to be the volume drivers are the ones
that are versatile for a range of uses
and stable and user friendly.
“People are definitely buying
multiple boards. First purchase may
be form a price point model to a real
board. The people who have become
enthusiasts are buying the next board
based on what they really want to do
with their board.”
Jimmy Blakeney, BIC Sport
North America
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HYDRATION

water

POWER
New Delivery
Solutions
Serve a
Thirsty
Outdoor
Audience.

By Lou Dzierzak

A

ccording to the Outdoor Foundation’s Outdoor
Recreation Participation Topline Report,
more than 141 million Americans spent time
outside in 2014. That’s a lot of thirsty hikers,
campers, climbers, trail runners
and mountain bikers.
Trail running, hiking and mountain biking
are key activities that are driving consumer
interest. “We are seeing solid growth in
all three,” says Erik Hamerschlag, senior
product line manager at Osprey Packs. “Each
has a unique set of technical challenges,
which means a unique opportunity to design
a great solution. Our products in each area
are doing very well. For Spring 2016 we
have expanded our hike oriented offering
and streamlined the bike line to better
target users specific preferences.”
Consumers are also seeking activityspecific hydration options. “Mountain
biking is the backbone of our brand
since we invented the category
over 25 years ago and we continue
to innovate in this area because our
consumers expect it, and need it,” says

Seth Beiden marketing manager at CamelBak. “Consumers
are focused on sport-specific gear, including hydration packs.
Things like our Low Rider packs which situate the water lower
and more stable around the waist are perfect for hiking and
mountain biking. Other pieces like integrated tool rolls for
easy and quick fixes make these packs perfect for the sports
consumers are participating in.”
Hydration brands have expanded the
way water is carried and delivered. Water
bottles, handhelds and vests have been the
primary hydration options for some time.
Advancements in materials, design and
construction offer outdoor enthusiasts more
refined product designs.
“Hydration can now be a profit center for
retailers. As the quality and price points
have risen runners now consider a hydration
pack to be a staple in their gear kit,” says
Buzz Burrell, brand manager at Ultimate
Direction. “Vests certainly have been the
driver. Virtually every runner now aspires to
go a longer distance and a vest allow them to
do that easily.”
As outdoor athletes understand the
importance of hydrating during their
activities, they are always seeking better
solutions. “The packs we are currently selling

Nathan Vapor Air, MSRP $150.
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1. Osprey Skimmer 30,
MSRP $130. 2. Fitletic
Hydration Belt, MSRP
$44.95. 3. FuelBelt
Helium H20 Hydration
Belt, MSRP $49.95. 4.
HydroFlask 12 ounce
wide mouth, MSRP
$21.95. 5. Clean Bottle
20 ounce, MSRP $8.95.
6. Ultimate Direction
Amp handheld, MSRP
$42.95. 7. FuelBelt
Helium Sprint Palm
Holder, MSRP $18.95.
8. Amphipod Ergo Lite
Ultra, MSRP $30. 9.
Nathan Speed Draw
Plus Insulated, MSRP
$35. 10. Avex 360
pour 24 ounce, MSRP
$29.99. 11. Orange Mud
HydraQuiver Vest Pack,
MSRP $119.95.
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have been around in their basic forms for many years and our
sales are substantially up so far this year,” says Hamerschlag.
“Users are opting for larger packs more often than we might
have expected.”
Lightweight vests and handhelds are attracting attention
from trail runners, adventure racers and hikers. Weight,
comfort and fine attention to design and construction details
are also influencing purchase decisions.
“We redesigned our entire collection to reduce weight
by over 30 percent in most of our hydration gear and waist
packs,” says Vinu Malik, CEO of FuelBelt. “We work very
closely with our professional athletes to make our products
as efficient as possible and that means three things: reduce
weight, make gear that functions under pressure and make
sure we make our gear look amazing.”
June Angus, president and co-founder of Amphipod, notes,
“Runners want well designed products that look good and
allow for an ultralight and minimalist experience and a great
comfortable fit. Whether they prefer a handheld, belt or
vest, they want options specific to their current distance
or event goals. Some embrace product convertibility; some
want a different product for every need. For Amphipod,
as a specialty-only design and engineering driven brand,
the basics of good design always include minimalism,
customization, body-conforming ergonomics, ultralight lowprofile physics, accessibility, symmetry and proper weight
distribution.”
Subtle shifts in consumer preferences and product
attributes are also transferring to product design. Insulated
bottles can improve the user’s experience. Drinking warm,
tepid water quenches the thirst of a tired mountain biker, but
a colder drink may be more preferable.
“Our customers have quickly realized that by sacrificing
a few ounces of weight, they will reap huge, refreshing
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benefits in the way of keeping their preferred beverages at
the preferred temperatures for longer,” says Lucas Alberg,
marketing manager at Hydro Flask.
Insulated hydration is a growing trend, and is one that
Nathan is pioneering. “Studies have shown that athletes will
drink more cool water than warm water, all other things being
equal,” says Greg Brantner, marketing manager for Nathan
Sports. “The sell-through of our 18-ounce SpeedDraw Plus
Insulated proves this, as it quickly became the number one
best-seller at run specialty [in dollars].”
With so many competitive offerings, hydration brands
rely on product design, marketing and retail support to
create differentiation and brand loyalty from the outdoor
community.
“We are fanatically design, engineering and quality wired,”
says Angus. “On the product front this results in a big win
for the consumer in the form of more features for the money,
better quality, best value.”
CamelBak’s Beiden says, “We spend a lot of time on
this. Making sure that each of our channels are specifically
designed for these sports is essential. You can’t just produce
a generic hydration pack and claim that it works for running,
hiking or cycling.”
Using feedback from sponsored athletes can add credibility
for some audiences. “Our products are designed by athletes
for athletes,” says Burrell. “Scott Jurek, Anton Krupicka,
Timothy Olson and Peter Bakwin are not just sponsored.
They spend hours and hours helping design our gear; other
runners know this, and trust the details will be exactly right.”
Nathan products are known within the industry for being
lightweight, comfortable, and easy to use, notes Brantner,
adding, “We drive innovation through our work with
professional ultrarunners such as Rob Krar and Stephanie
Howe, who both won the Western States 100 last year.” O
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Differentiating the Category
Hydration brands defend their
turf at specialty retail by providing
strong product selections, delivery
and margins.
“Hydro Flask has focused
on superior customer service
through our in-house account
staff and external rep networks.
We’ve dialed in our planning and
forecasting to meet retailers’
demand and have ensured that
each store has the correct tools
and education to effectively sell
our products to their customers,”
says Alberg.
“Retailers can always count
on a fresh seasonal assortment
from Nathan. We do extensive
research in color trends, knowing
that this helps draw customers
to the hydration wall once
in-store. They can also easily tell
the Nathan story by highlighting
key benefits that are consistent
across all lineups,” says Brantner.
Attractive margins and
protecting pricing across a
range of distribution channels
demonstrates a commitment to
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specialty retailers. “We provide
sell-through. A high margin on
something sitting on your shelf
is meaningless; what matters
is when consumers walk into
a store looking for a particular
brand and then buying it. Turns
are key. Turns times margin
equals profit,” offers Burrell.
“We have an increasing
number of programs in place
including: 1. New modular POP
programs to better communicate
product benefits to customers on
the retail floor. 2. Advantageous
dating programs that allow
specialty retailers to go wider on
their assortments in terms of both
color and products to service the
needs of more consumers. 3.
We are supporting locally.com,
a site that matches consumer
searches for products with local
specialty retailers,” notes Jon
Austen, business unit manager at
CamelBak.
Staff training, clinics,
demonstrations and display
materials help a retailer’s

salespeople stay current with
brand product offerings.
Nathan has launched a major
in-store education initiative
within run specialty called the
Nathan School of Run. The
year-long educational program
provides in-store Nathan PROs
with materials to help drive
hydration, visibility, and gear
sales. “Each PRO must pass
an entrance exam to become
certified, and once they do, they
will receive their demo kit full of
Nathan product, which is used
to train store staff and demo to
customers,” explains Brantner.
“Last year these efforts drove
participating store’s hydration
conversion rates (number of
pieces of hydration sold divided
by the number of shoes sold)
from two percent to almost
nine percent on average for
participating stores, with many
stores reporting over 15 percent.
The program’s continued
success is based on the reality
that by providing engaged

store associates with the right
tools, they can make running
essentials matter and help
stores be more profitable.”
“We provide training
group support and
hydration clinics,
plan-o-grams and
merchandising support,
and in-store demo
packs so customers
can try on and
test our products
before purchase,
digital assets,
POP materials
and signage,
hydration
promoting
programs and
merchandising materials,” says
Angus.” Our consumer packaging
directly states our commitment
to specialty stores, and highlights
which products pair with specific
customer goals, and phone fit
icons to help stores recommend
the perfect product fit for each
customer.” O

CamelBak Chute,
MSRP $28.
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SHOESSHINE
By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

A
The Key
Trends
Outdoor
Retailers
Are Banking
on for
Spring 2016.

s buyers put the
finishing touches on
their Spring 2016 orders,
beefing up the trail
running category and
riding the sport sandal
trend will be key strategies for many
shops — and everyone is on the look out
for new brands and players to shake up
their shoe walls.
Many retailers polled by Outdoor
Insight named trail running as one of their
priorities for Spring, for both running and
hiking end-uses.
“We’re looking to add a more trailspecific shoe brand — we feel that we
need to add more juice to our running
business, since it’s gaining,” says Josh
Streblow, store manager for Bristlecone
Mountain Sports in Basalt, CO. Hoka One
One and Salomon are currently strong
performers at Streblow’s shop, but he
says that bringing in an additional brand
(or brands) with strong name recognition
will be a priority at Outdoor Retailer.
Jim Smith, who bought Colorado
Springs, CO-based Mountain Chalet in
March, agrees.
“We want to specialize and grow the
trail running and mountain running piece
of the business,” he says. The store is
bringing in Hoka and adding La Sportiva’s
neutral Mutant style this season, and
Smith said finding new brands and styles
that appeal to their trail-loving base was a
key part of establishing their own stamp
on the business.

Smith says the category is
benefitting from consumers who,
drawn by the category’s athletic looks,
use the rugged but lightweight shoes
as multipurpose hikers.
“We do see cross over with the traditional hiker — [people] are recognizing
the value of getting a strong mountain
runner and trail runner and using it for
both running and hiking,” he says.
“Most people don’t need any added
weight or beefed up shoes for the
amount of time they spend on the trail,”
Streblow adds.
John James, owner of Edmond,
OK-based Edmond Summit Co., agrees.
“Peoples’ time out in the wild places
and in the backcountry is so much less
than it used to be — now it’s day trips
or hour trips. They may not need that
big burly shoe,” he said. “If it has a little
grip and support, it works, and since they
don’t spend all that time wearing them on
the trail, they need to be able to use it in
other places.”
But some retailers say that there’s still
a market for rugged leather hikers. “Our
little brown boot business is raging,” says
Ben Rockis, owner of Durango, CO-based
Backcountry Experience. Rockis says that
the product might buck the lighter/faster
trend and command higher prices – the
sweet spot at his shop, he says, is $275 to
$375, with prices ranging up to $675 – but
there’s a clientele out there looking for
rugged, durable product and a full fitting
process. “So many stores are afraid of
ordering the high-end shoes because of
the turn rate,” he said, “but the business
is there — all you have to do is show up
and earn it.”
And Edmond Summit Co.’s James says
he’s seen his technical European hiker
business thrive as well.
“The target market is much
smaller, but at the
same time,

we’re drawing folks in — they’re definitely
coming in to see [those styles].”
But it’s not just trail shoes retailers
have in their sights.
Lucas Patterson, footwear department
head at Al’s Sporting Goods in Logan,
UT, says he was excited about Nike’s
upcoming expansion of Flyknit styles
along with new deliveries from Under
Armour, a brand he says is “really
emerging” at the store.
That’s an opinion seconded by Ted
Kushion, merchandise manager for the
Holland, MI-based Gazelle Sports chain.
The brand is adding Under Armour for
the first time for Spring 2016 and this fall
will be adding CrossFit-type styles from
Inov-8, Nike and New Balance.
“We’re gonna try some new things,”
he says. “This could draw people in.”
And shops say that the sport and
comfort sandal businesses will continue
to trend up for Spring 2016, led by
industry stalwarts Chaco, Birkenstock
and Teva.
“The biggest thing for us is
Birkenstock,” Brooke Pierce, buyer for
Mahoney’s in Johnson CIty, TN, says.
“We’re selling them extremely well and
the buzz is really getting stronger.” Top
models, she says, include the Arizona,
Gizeh and Mayari models, in traditional
browns, toffees and white colorways.
Pierce says she is also looking forward
to seeing how slimmer and softer new
outsoles on Chaco sandals are received
by the high school and college-age
shoppers who have made them a top
seller. And she says she’s considering
upping her buy in Teva’s Originals styles
for Spring 2016, including potentially
bringing in their more aggressive Flatform
style as a trial.
Patterson says Chaco continues to
show strength at Al’s — “it’s always hot,
it’s its own category,” he says — but
adds that styles that put a premium
on comfort, like Sanuk’s Yoga
Mat collection of sandals, are
appealing to both teen and
college-age women as well as
their mothers. “We just sell
those like crazy,” he says. O

Wolverine Grayling Low.
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TRAIL RUNNING

Going the Distance
Attention to Detail Is Paving the Way for Brands on the Trail.

Trail running footwear offers a true cross-section of the athletic and outdoor worlds. The category, while
a small piece of the running shoe market, is a “heat” generator. And it continues to attract brands from
mountain, running and athletic design perspectives. By Lou Dzierzak

Merrell All Out
Crush, MSRP $99.95.
Altra Superior 2.0,
MSRP $110.

What are consumers looking for in
trail running shoes right now?

their bodies through.”
Brendan Murray, New Balance.

“High end cushioning is the rage. With
the explosion of the ultra distances
taking off, runners of all ages and levels
are saying they need better cushioning
to stay healthy during all the training
and race day miles they are putting
in. There is still a small community of
runners who want a minimal type of
shoe, and we will continue to service
them, but the general trail runner
is seeking more under foot
cushioning to reduce the
hard impact forces
they are putting

“Scientifically we know cushioning
isn’t going to help your joints. But it
will help protect at the point of impact.
Think of a boxer’s hands and shoulders.
Most boxers retire with shoulder
injuries. The gloves don’t help higher
up the kinetic chain, but they do help
at the point of impact. When we are
talking about extreme foot pressure
or repetitive stress that’s where a max
cushioned form can be helpful. It comes
down to what the runner is trying to
accomplish. The best shoes out there
now are trying to balance between
responsiveness and lightweight with
cushioning and protection.”
Golden Harper, Altra
“The important thing for trail runners
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is to have the right tool for the day. Trail
runners want shoes that are specific to
whatever adventure they are going out
on that day. They are not just running on
a flat surface day in and day out. They
want to pick their adventure and pick the
footwear that matches that adventure.
“It’s a quiver of shoes. Some days
they may want more contact with the
ground, on another day they might
look for a little more cushioning. What
minimalism and maximalism brought to
the table to running is that runners want
to choose their experience and not be
limited by their biomechanics.”
Jena Winger, Brooks
“Customer expectations have not
changed that much over the years.
Trail runners need good fitting shoes
that offer traction, protection and
cushioning, in various levels depending
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Brooks Cascadia 11
MSRP $120.

“We’re
selecting
colorways in a
way that gives
consumers an
opportunity
to wear them
in multiple
locations.”
GREGG DIXON,
MERRELL

Salomon X Mission 3
MSRP $115.

on the terrain and type of runner. As
technology continues to advance in
materials, consumers expect weights
to continue to decrease incrementally,
as long as they don’t have to sacrifice
too much of the other qualities. The
bulk of the market is still going to be
best served with a midsole drop in the
6-10 mm range with at least 8-9 mm of
cushioning in the forefoot and 4-5 mm
deep outsole lugs.”
Mark Mathews, Scarpa
“Fit is certainly a primary
consideration, since it doesn’t matter
what other features the shoes have
if they don’t fit right. Increasingly
cosmetics are playing an important
role as often trail running shoes are
bought as everyday lifestyle shoes or
as light hiking shoes. But from a purely
performance standpoint, the shoes
have to offer the right mix of traction on
loose trails, protection from rocks and
roots, and cushioning for longer miles.”
Mark Mathews, Scarpa

“Increasingly
cosmetics are
playing an
important role,
as often trail
running shoes
are bought
as everyday
lifestyle shoes
or as light
hiking shoes.
MARK MATHEWS,
SCARPA

“The key attributes that runners are
looking for remain the same — traction,
fit, ground protection, cushioning and
lightweight come into play. What’s
changed is runners are looking for a
product that’s tailored to the kind of
run they are going on. They are looking
at what will my speed and what kind
of terrain will I be running on. Trail
runners have a trunk full of trail running
shoes and pick a shoe based on the kind
of run they are planning.”
Gregg Dixon, Merrell
When it comes to style, what colors
are trending in the trail category?
“We still see a good variety out there
of some pretty vibrant palettes, with
some migrating to a little more subdued
colors. Some of the trends we are
seeing are maybe a little less bright
but now shifting to a little deeper, more
saturated colors.”
Mark Mathews, Scarpa
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New Balance Leadville 120
MSRP $124.95.

Dynafit Feline Vertical PRO
MSRP $159.

“We still see the need for a
traditional ‘safe’ color blocking for
the consumer who prefers colors that
aren’t so loud and hide dirt better
after a day in the trails. We also don’t
see color going anywhere. It’s really
just how it is applied. Bright color
shoes still provide many runners the
feeling of a lighter and faster shoe. We
do see the use of colors pulling back
slightly from three or even four color
combinations to just one overall
body color with hits of a second
bright color.”
Brendan Murray, New Balance

behind our line, inspiring performance
driven design and tech that makes our
shoes protective and lightweight, with
great fit and precision outsoles.”
Kristina Owen, Salomon

“There has definitely been a
slowdown of the four or five or six
vibrant colors colliding together. That
won’t necessarily end but there may
be fewer models. It has to be done
in a more tasteful and wearable way.
These consumers are wearing product
on the trail and also want them to look
good off the trail in a more casual way.
We’re selecting colorways in a way
that gives consumers an opportunity
to wear them in multiple locations.”
Gregg Dixon, Merrell

“People are looking for ways to
challenge themselves athletically
in the outdoors, and ultras fit the
bill perfectly. These races have an
aspirational effect on the general
market. Even though the majority of
trail running consumers may never run
an ultra, by raising the profile of these
events, they will be way more likely
to participate in a shorter trail race or
maybe just adopt trail running as one of
their go-to outdoor fitness activities.”
Mark Mathews, Scarpa

“There’s always going to be room for
those flashier colorways. You always
hear runners say they are just going
to get dirty anyway or I don’t want
to draw attention to my feet. Those
rich, deep earthy colors are getting
stronger. There is still room for both
approaches.”
Jena Winger, Brooks

“The people at those races are
looking around to see what’s on other
people’s feet. That tends to drive a lot
of conversation. There is a limit to how
many people can participate in those
races. People want to push themselves
so that means going longer and longer
and not just faster and faster.”
Jena Winger, Brooks

Ultra running continues to grow
and gain mainstream attention.
How is ultra running influencing
shoe designs?

“There’s also growth in non-traditional
events like adventure races and mud
runs. These activities are increasing at
staggering rates. We think that’s a big
positive for the category. They expose
consumers to the outdoors and to an off
road environment which will help the
trail running category.
“You really need to build product
based on the intended use. They are
looking for specific feature sets. Its
another reason why we need to be

“Ultra distance racers are the core
of the sport and are typically early
adopters. They use their shoes harder
than anyone, so trends that emerge
from this demographic are battle
tested and approved.
“Ultra distance racers are the force

“Ultra races are certainly what are
making trail running exciting and a new
focus for runners. With so many runners
now completing a number of marathons
over the past 10 years, the human call
to move on to the next big challenge is
directing runners of all ages and levels
to look at longer distances.”
Brendan Murray, New Balance
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Pearl Izumi E:Motion Trail N1 V2
MSRP $115.

Scarpa Neutron
MSRP $129.

crystal clear on what the end-use is and
then tune the product accordingly.”
Gregg Dixon, Merrell
“One good lesson we have seen is
evidenced in the pendulum swing to
barefoot and back again. People pretty
quickly realized that the fad of barefoot
or super minimal shoes was just that,
since the products did not adequately
address the needs of most trail runners.
As more people have access to and
participate in trail races, its now more
important than ever to make sure we
are still addressing the key needs on
the trail like traction, protection and

cushioning. It’s easy to get distracted by
fads and chasing dollars in the market,
and then end up with a product that
doesn’t actually perform as it needs to.”
Mark Mathews, Scarpa
“Dynafit and Salewa are focusing on
new racing segments called vertical
running, alpine running and ultra
running. The focus is mountain training
where you can run or scramble in it
that’s appealing to a younger audience.
“We’re finding that people who
have an association with ski touring
or ski mountaineering are looking for
lightweight, minimal drop shoes with

Saucony Peregrine 6
MSRP $120.

Hoka One One Challenger ATR 2
MSRP $130.

an aggressive tread pattern. Its about
getting your workout outside of the gym
at a trailhead with some vertical gain.
Sky running is a fast growing sport.”
Eric Henderson, Salewa North
America (Dynafit)
“If you look at enrollment numbers for
ultramarathons, the numbers are very
small but the influence they are wielding
is huge. People want to be seen walking
around town wearing the shoes they
finished their mud run in. It’s a small
population but they are very influential
and driving the market.”
Golden Harper, Altra O

“Ultra races are
certainly what
are making
trail running
exciting and a
new focus for
runners.
BRENDAN MURRAY,
NEW BALANCE

ON-DEMAND TRACTION

Our new OCR and Trail Running collection features a patented RB9X® grippy rubber outsole that sticks to muddy
trails, slick rocks and uneven footing like a burr on a fuzzy poodle. In fact, lab tests show that the RB9X® sole
outgrips the competition, while still matching the durability of a typical rubber outsole. With our patented
studded technologies, we’ve made it possible to run on ice. Now we’re the traction leaders, year-round.
Visit us at Outdoor Retailer #BR836 to see the full line of Icebug Traction Footwear and new Icebug Insoles.
Don’t miss our Humane Society fundraiser on Day 2, featuring Adult Sno-cones and adorable, adoptable doggies.
ICEBUG.COM/US • FACEBOOK.COM/ICEBUGUSA • INFO@ICEBUGINC.COM • 855.201.7694
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THE BIG QUESTIONS
Retailers and Industry Insiders Discuss the Changing Face of Outdoors.
By Lou Dzierzak / R emember when the Year 2000 seemed futuristic? Well, 15 years have passed since the
turn of the century. For many, the time has passed in a blur, thanks to the fast-paced, rapidly changing business
environment we inhabit. The definitions of outdoor recreation have also evolved in that time as Baby Boomers
have passed their passion for outdoor pursuits on to Millennials. The lines between e-commerce and brick-andmortar retail channels have blurred. But those aren’t the only lines getting blurry. Where does the industry stand
today? Outdoor Insight gathered the thoughts of several outdoor specialty retailers and industry consultants.
Collectively, they share more than a century of combined experience in the outdoor industry.
We have to
embrace the
sports and
activities that
get people out.
Just because
you stock the
best technical
gear assortment
doesn’t cut it
any more.

The Millennials
are different,
clearly, in their
interactions
with retail. They
want a lot of
variety (provided
by the Internet)
and instant
gratification
(ditto), but they
are also as
human as any
other generation.

What impact is the Millennial generation
having on the outdoor industry?

“I think the new generation is
changing ‘outdoors’ to mean many new
things. Traditional brands of gear and
apparel are now part of our daily lives
the way that non-outdoor brands were a
part of the mainstream public in earlier
generations.”
Mike Massey, owner, Massey’s
Professional Outfitters

“The Millennials are different, clearly,
in their interactions with retail. They
want a lot of variety (provided by the
Internet) and instant gratification (ditto),
but they are also as human as any other
generation. Relationships and affiliations
are important to them. A brick-andmortar shop that provides a community
to build those relationships will be
just fine. An authentic, youthful brand
that deliberately embraces Millennials
not just in marketing but also in their
corporate ethos will thrive.”

“We as an industry are still primarily
focused on Baby Boomers, much to
my chagrin. It is changing a bit and I
expect to see this increase. First, the
next generation is going to be far
more reluctant to embrace marketing
from brands. They will rely on peers,
reviews and how a brand presents
itself as a company (sustainability,
quality, values) more than they
will respond to an aspirational ad
campaign. Second, they aren’t going
to see the silos that have existed
between Outdoor, Action Sports,
Hook and Bullet. They are seeking
an experience, out of doors, with
friends. Skating, bouldering, ball
sports, fishing. It doesn’t matter, it is
all outside experiences. That is going to
make it harder for the industry to define
who their customer is when they don’t
fit the standard profiles of old.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand
strategist, Mountain Lab

“The good news is that compared
to Baby Boomers in general, far more
Millennials have outdoor recreation at
the top of their minds. Unfortunately,
it’s also true that on a percentage
basis Millennials are less likely to have
been exposed to traditional outdoor
recreation – sports like backpacking,
for example – than the Boomers. So this
means that the Boomers and Gen-Xers
in leadership positions in our industry
will need to change their paradigms
about what outdoor recreation is, and
how it’s perceived by the Millennials.”

“One of the biggest differences is the
dissemination of information, both with
the shopping experience itself and with
customer service. This has changed the
retail experience; brick-and-mortar is no
longer the sole source of information
or the only available selection in one’s
local market.
“Additionally, inside this group there
is a growing interest on where the
product is made, the company’s story
and mission, etc. Selecting a product
that is a trending commodity or on-price
is not job one for this shopper. This
requires retailers to buy, merchandise,
educate and story-tell differently. It is
also a great opportunity for specialty
retailers.”

Brad Werntz, partner, New Normal
Consulting

Dawson Wheeler, co-founder, Rock/
Creek Outfitters

Darren Bush, chief paddling evangelist,
Rutabaga Paddlesports
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“We all have customers that are the
hard-core outdoor person. The half full
glass is an opportunity to engage a new
customer base we have not had in the
past and if we change accordingly we
can adapt and have a broader customer
base than in the past.”
Ed McAllister, owner, River Sports
Outfitters
Fewer people are now venturing out on
14-day wilderness backpacking trips.
Instead they are choosing to do donein-a-day adventures. How has that
impacted how you do business?

“Frankly, I think it’s a good thing.
More people are able and willing to do
a short trip than the long one. The only
thing I see changing in our product mix
is we’re selling smaller canoes. It used
to be the 18-foot freighters dominated
the scene, and while we do still sell
those, the 16-footers are much more
popular since they’re more useful on a
day-to-day basis.”
Darren Bush, chief paddling evangelist,
Rutabaga Paddlesports

“Virtually all of our business is now
done-in-a-day adventures. We rarely to
almost never sell heavyweight boots
or an 80-plus-liter pack. But, that is
absolutely fine with us. We embrace a
much larger swatch of shoppers that
might not mean a $2,000 purchase.”
Mike Massey, owner, Massey’s
Professional Outfitters

“We have to embrace the sports
and activities that get people out. Just
because you stock the best technical
gear assortment doesn’t cut it any
more. Have an event with beers and
bands, let people mingle, share ideas, be
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“Nothing is
leveling out in
relation to brickand-mortar and
e-commerce,
nor should it.
Simply put, it is
our strategy to
ensure that we
are where our
customers are.
We also need
to ensure that
the shopping
experience
reflects our
values and is
at the highest
service levels.”

inviting. We need to create a stronger
sense of community, not a clique, so
that those seeking to have their version
of an outside experience aren’t put off
by the hard-core that seem to know it
all. Fashion won’t replace function, but
it will hold higher value than it has in
the past. Brand loyalty will be far more
tenuous and the newer consumers will
be more apt to try new brands and new
activities if they are presented in the
right manner.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand
strategist, Mountain Lab

“The change in length of the
backcountry experience has changed
little, in terms of what we might define
as true outdoor gear. People still require
the same equipment for a two or three
day trip as they do for a 14-day trip, in
general terms.
“That said, the done-in-a-day (or part
of a day) outdoor enthusiast has a car
to start and finish from, which opens
the door from a product point of view
in a huge way. Having a shorter outdoor
experience does not necessarily mean
you are returning home when finished,
only that you are now beginning a
new activity. As an example, I carry
a portable shower, towel, change of
clothes, chair, etc., all packed in duffel
in my car. That and my overpriced Yeti
cooler with food and drink.
“Now, there is a second customer in
that day-use category who goes outside
opposed to getting into the outdoors,
which is very different. This customer
enjoys our public parks, riverwalks,
backyards and outdoor music.
“There is also a group of competitive
athletes who only go outside because
the event is outside. The outdoors is
not number one in their experience;
the event is. This customer can be
very tricky.”
Dawson Wheeler, co-founder,
Rock/Creek Outfitters

“Retailers continue to shrink their
hardgoods options and focus their
offering on the more profitable (short
term) apparel and footwear growth
categories. Bouldering pads, slacklines,
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light line fly rods, and SUP products
continue to do well, even as flip-flops
and shorts rule the register (at least
this time of year.) Yes, done-in-a-day
will be prevalent, maybe only second
to done daily.
“The bottom line is that we need
to keep items that are relevant to the
daily activities of our customers at the
forefront of what we offer, always.”
Brad Werntz, partner,
New Normal Consulting
Americans have enthusiastically
embraced the outdoor lifestyle. Is that
outdoor lifestyle appeal sustainable?
Are you concerned that the consumers’
fashion sense will shift away to the next
best look?

“Outdoors has become essential gear.
Outdoor gear is now every day gear.”
Mike Massey, owner, Massey’s
Professional Outfitters

“The nice thing about the outdoor
look is that it’s functional. If for some
reason (heaven forbid it) fur became
popular on a large scale, a good
rainstorm should take care of that trend.
Even if they’re purchased for the look,
they still have the features that make
them useful. Short answer: not so much.
We’ll adapt, too.”
Darren Bush, chief paddling evangelist,
Rutabaga Paddlesports

“There is no doubt that the winds
of fashion will one day blow in other
directions, but so far in this country
you can’t be too thin, too rich, or too
cool. Fortunately, the outdoor active
lifestyle continues to hit on all threetouch points, and should continue to
do so. If you look back on the last 30
years, there’s always been an element
of whatever’s hot in outdoor at the
forefront of fashion.
“The central question for the broader
industry is: What can we do to lock in
the gains in awareness and sales with
those on our lifestyle bandwagon? In
other words, how do we get people who
are wearing our stuff to participate in
outdoor recreation in a more engaged

way? This is a question we are exploring
in depth at New Normal for brands and
the greater industry.”
Brad Werntz, partner,
New Normal Consulting

“I think it’s a little short sighted to be
worried about the appeal of outdoor
lifestyle going away. We should be
thrilled that the general public has
latched on to this look. I don’t think it
will go away.
“There are fashion retailers that are
capturing part of the market that we
used to own. They are selling athleisure
clothing that’s functional, looks good
and fits into the fashion of the day.”
Mark McKnight, e-commerce
and marketing director, Rock/Creek
Outfitters

“I believe it is sustainable if we evolve
the look to include design aesthetic, not
just function. Running should be a great
inspiration. I hear there is a good brand
out of Beaverton that seems to be able
to deliver technical and also deliver
lifestyle that works every day. The
approaches to color, trim details, fabric
selection and knowing when to dial back
the technical because it isn’t providing a
real function in certain settings will help
with the longevity.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand
strategist, Mountain Lab
The lines between brick-and-mortar
and online retailing have blurred. With
more retailers offering their customers
e-commerce services, is the playing field
evening out?

“It is getting more complicated, not
less. Not only are the lines between
brick-and-click changing, but so is the
model between wholesale and retail.
It’s not just brands opening direct to
consumer, it’s shops that have become
iconic destinations that are creating
product lines that they are passionate
about and selling them like a brand.
A good example, perhaps unfamiliar
to most, is a place like Mollusk in San
Francisco and LA. They are just as likely
to be an exhibitor in a trade show as
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“There is no
doubt customers
will have many
more purchase
options in the
near future,
things we haven’t
even thought
about yet.
Disruption and
change is the
new normal.”

a buyer at another show. I think we are
going to see this more and more. It’s
happening quickly outside Outdoor (look
at Deus as an example). I believe outdoor
will follow.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand
strategist, Mountain Lab

“Nothing is leveling out in relation to
brick-and-mortar and e-commerce, nor
should it. Simply put, it is our strategy to
ensure that we are where our customers
are. We also need to ensure that the
shopping experience reflects our values
and is at the highest service levels.
“With that said, the real story is our
vendors selling direct via the web. They
have a huge competitive advantage.
The implications of this odd business
relationship and the blurring of the
traditional wholesale retail sales channel
are yet to be proven healthy.”
Dawson Wheeler, co-founder, Rock/
Creek Outfitters

“I think e-commerce is beginning
to fade as consumers are presented
with digital options for buying locally. I
actually feel that five-day delivery gives
way to two-hour pickup/delivery over
the next two years… and local is still 95
percent of all retail sales. The biggest
thing that is happening is that brands are
waking up to this and looking for online
ways to ‘power’ local product discovery.”
Mike Massey, owner, Massey’s
Professional Outfitters

“Not until sales taxation is addressed
on a national level, no. Amazon continues
to benefit from states with extremely
high sales taxes. If I were them I’d put a
hub in New Jersey just to service lower
Manhattan and their 8.875 percent sales
tax. Our Internet sales are almost entirely
from white spaces where no one else
wants to play because they don’t think
it’s worth it. So our website is hyperspecialty retail, I suppose.”
Darren Bush, chief paddling evangelist,
Rutabaga Paddlesports

“On one hand: Yes, the data and
inventory management tools of the
bigtailers are scaling for medium and
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small retailers now, though adoption
is still slow and integration complex.
On the other hand: No, there is no
doubt customers will have many more
purchase options in the near future,
things we haven’t even thought about
yet. Massive tech projects that are
coming down the pipeline like Apple
Proactive and Google Now have the
potential to tip everything over once
again, potentially to the advantage of
specialty retail.
“The bottom line is that disruption and
change is the new normal. We can’t get
too comfortable with any one model, and
accordingly for awhile there will be no
parity between online and B&M, though
the lines will continue to blur. Ginormous
tech companies will create channels that
will disrupt, and consumers will continue
to want to touch what they’re buying.
Specialty retail will continue to adapt to
find their place in that space in between,
and the balance point will be different
for each market and each culture. The
outdoor industry will need both to react
to what happens, and to shape its own
path. It’s going to be interesting.”
Brad Werntz, partner,
New Normal Consulting

“Brick-and-mortar is strong today for
those that are changing with the times
and engaging with the community and
the customer. Yes, online is a factor,
but as more and more vendors get the
discounts under control on the web,
brick-and-mortar should do well. The
social aspect of retailing has opened the
door to opportunities like never before.
Runs, social paddles, pint nights, and the
list is endless. Organize cool events and
they will come.”

the outdoor industry. Specifics in the
strategic plan may change, but the focus
on trade issues (which save the industry
and consumers millions a year and most
people don’t even realize it) and ensuring
a healthy supply chain won’t change.”
Darren Bush, chief paddling evangelist,
Rutabaga Paddlesports

“Help the industry evolve. We need
to be more than the hiking and camping
industry with images of people doing
scary stuff in mountains. I’ve talked
about this several times, but OIA needs
to create action. Seven years ago they
had a report showing skateboarders
had a higher likelihood of becoming
backpackers than non-skateboarders.
And yet seven years later, we still debate
if skate is too Action Sports and Outdoor
shouldn’t touch it. The consumer doesn’t
see these boundaries and OIA should be
driving their members and the industry
to see the world in the same manner
that next generation is already looking at
things.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand
strategist, Mountain Lab

“Amy is a great hire and I firmly
believe she will take the long-range
plan that the Board of Directors had
outlined and run with it. There is a much
greater emphasis on brick-and-mortar
with OIA than in the past and with Amy
and Gordon coming on as Chair the
organization will follow the course.”
Ed McAllister, owner, River Sports
Outfitters

Outdoor Industry Association has
recently hired a new executive director,
Amy Roberts. From your perspective,
what do you think OIA’s priorities should
be in the year ahead, as far as big issues
to address?

“Continue to advocate for small
independent specialty retailers. You can
grow the part of the business that’s out
in front of customers by taking them out
on trips, hosting clinics and sponsoring
local events. The involvement in the local
community is what leads to the overall
health of the outdoor industry.
“There are issues where we don’t
have a legislative or lobbying voice in
Washington. We hope OIA has our best
interests in mind.”

“The OIA’s mission will continue
to support the growth and health of

Mark Mcknight, e-commerce and
marketing director, Rock/Creek
Outfitters. O

Ed McAllister, owner,
River Sports Outfitters
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URBAN. ATHLETIC. OUTDOOR.

In the past it was more through the lens of function. Now
it’s about wearing gear that is flattering no matter what you
do. They want function and contemporary silhouettes, trend
driven color options and prints. And they feel strongly about
buying responsibly made clothing.”
Julia Seltzer, Global Sportswear Marketing Manager, Patagonia

“Our customer wants to appreciate all of the features in
our clothing, but they just don’t want to look like a giant
billboard with a huge logo or all of the features called out in
contrast colors or reflective. Our point of view is that this
is an evolved, more subtle customer that doesn’t want to
scream to make it their own. They don’t want to look like
they are in a specific uniform.”
Mark Galbraith, General Manager, Nau

“New brands are bringing new people into the fold, and
it’s more inclusive with social media. People who live an
active lifestyle are wanting products that support both their
sports and their leisure time, so dual purpose apparel and
accessories are important. We have a lot of crossover. Maybe
you have a consumer that knows us for surf accessories, but is
getting into mountain biking.”
Dax Richey, Product Line Manager For Lifestyle Packs
and Bags, Dakine

“There is a growing need for functional products that
are designed, on all levels, to perform in the urban
environment. This trend is being driven by the next
generation of outdoor athletes that prefer designs and styles
that match their more modern lifestyles. [It is] specialized
functional urban styling.”
Greg Thomsen, Managing Director, Adidas Outdoor

“Both athletic and outdoor groups are looking for a
combination of style and performance to meet those needs.

Dare2b
Tuned In Short
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Mountain Hardwear
Metropass Pant

“We often look to trends cascading down from runway
fashion or action sports to influence what we do in our
product line, but we also always find ways to integrate a
performance story with that style element. We design for
the street, but it’s the Main Street of your favorite mountain
town. Our Mountain Life product is designed for the person
that’s truly living the outdoor lifestyle, so they want product
that looks as good as it works. We mean sportswear that is
leading from a style perspective.”

We often
look to trends
cascading
down from
runway fashion
or action sports
to influence
what we do in
our product
line, but we
also always
find ways to
integrate a
performance
story with that
style element.
JORDN WAND,
OUTDOOR
RESEARCH

Jordan Wand, VP–Product & Marketing, Outdoor Research

“It’s fun to watch these trends, which were in and of
themselves blends originally, combining to lead the Outdoor
Market. Call it whatever we will this year at the Salt Palace,
we’re all looking for the same combinations. Our kits must
be chameleons and cross traditional roles and functions. I’m
using urbanlumbermountainsexualatheisurebohemianhipster
moving forward.”
James Fisher, VP–Product, Ibex Outdoor Clothing

Mountain Khakis
Traverse Tank

Patagonia
Latticeback Tank

SmartWool NTS
Micro 150 Tank
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DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

Whether it’s performance jeans that function on or off the bike, or durable garb that goes from barre

PERFORMANCE
Consumers have come to expect a lot from outdoor products. They
now rely on performance garments and footwear to not only keep
pace with all aspects of their busy lifestyles, but also to transition
smoothly between activities. Textile suppliers are well aware of these
user demands, and the latest developments reﬂect fabric technology
that prioritizes versatility, wearability and modern good looks.

Textiles that retain performance,
but stress lifestyle features are
important right now. Materials
for the upcoming season are
engineered to be strong yet soft;
protective yet supple; rugged yet
UHÀQHGDQGSURYLGHSOHQW\RI
crossover potential.
In other words, the traditional
trade off between functional
tech and stylish aesthetics is no
longer an issue.
This new approach to outdoor
textiles is found in fabric
SRUWIROLRVÀOOHGZLWKIUHVK
takes on moisture management,
abrasion resistance, UV
properties, durability and
sophisticated color treatments
and surface interest such as
texture and embossed designs.
Sustainability is advanced,
too, with a new generation of
responsibly made products
available in all types of

fabrications. These offerings
often go above and beyond
global environmental standards,
as well as feature a high level
of performance and comfort
properties.
Indeed, the goal of textile
R&D currently is not simply
to supply fabrics that go stride
for stride with active/outdoor
enthusiasts, but also to supply
performance materials that
surpass consumer expectations,
whether for everyday activities
or elite level adventures.
.H\%HQHÀWV 7DNHDZD\V
Lightweight continues to be a
GHÀQLQJIHDWXUHRIHYHU\IDEULF
category. Textile suppliers have
doggedly trimmed excess weight
from functional fabrications
without surrendering performance
attributes. Consumers these days
are more likely to dress in layers,

5 TERMS TO KNOW
Certain phrases are bound to come up in textile conversations regarding Spring
2016 fabrics. You’ll have a better grasp of what everyone is talking about if you
keep this mini glossary handy.
Durability: The ability of a fabric to resist wear through continual use.
Denier: A system of measuring the weight of a continuous filament fiber. The lower
the number, the finer the fiber; the higher the number, the heavier the fiber. The
trend in the market for Spring is lightweight, fine denier fabrics.
Eco-friendly: A term used to describe services and goods that cause very little, if
any, harm to the environment.
Moisture Transport: The movement of water from one side of a fabric to the
other, caused by capillary action, wicking, chemical or electrostatic action.
Thermoregulation: The ability to maintain a constant temperature independent of
dynamic (changing) environmental conditions.
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whether for workouts or weekend
wear, and bulky materials are not
favored. Thin is in!
Common terms now are “featherweight” or “ultra-lite” or “barely
there,” and this applies to nextto-skin fabrics as well as shells.
For instance, new waterproof/
breathables are functionally
advanced, but also incredibly
lightweight, and when paired with
other fabrications, the result is
superior comfort, and on-the-go
wearability for garments meant to
be worn on the trail or around town.
In addition to strides in water
repellency, consumers will enjoy
materials that beat the heat.
Moisture management expertise
is evident in Spring 2016 product
lines. Textile suppliers realize
that today’s outdoor consumers
increasingly participate in
high adrenaline endeavors and
want garments that wick sweat
and prevent fabric saturation.
New polyester fabrications are
engineered to do just that with
technologies that feature quick
dry capabilities, as well as
effective odor-control treatments.
Durability is a mainstay of
outdoor textiles. However, the
coming season will usher in a
softer side of durable fabrications.
These goods still have a rugged
DNA but feel and appear a whole
lot lighter. Watch for durable
performance to broaden into new
niches, particularly those focused
on women’s products, as softness
and stretch combine with durable
nylon and nylon blends.
This trend coincides with
an emerging fashion-focus
on durability. You’ll see this
happening in the growing urban
outdoor market with tough
Q\ORQVDQGQ\ORQEOHQGVÀQGLQJ
a contemporary comfort zone
in categories such as commuter
ELNHZHDUWUDYHODQGÀWQHVV$QG

you’ll also see this in the latest
denim offerings. New denim
blends are coming on strong in
outdoor with fabrications that do
double duty as performance wear
and street wear.
A new emphasis on color,
pattern, texture and elegant detail
complement this crossover trend in
outdoor. Gone are drab looks and
a monopoly of earth tones. Prints
and textures that engage with novel
surface treatment are elevating the
look of outdoor lifestyle.
Lifestyle clothing translates
to cotton and wool for many
consumers so don’t be surprised
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class to the neighborhood bar, outdoor textiles for Spring 2016 are a fit for how consumers want to dress today.

THE INSIDE STORY
in today’s marketplace. Yet,
despite how the outdoor market
continues to evolve and change,
function is still the foundation.
Good looking, versatile product
that blurs the lines between sport,
street, workout and weekend
would not be possible without
fabric performance.
7KHFRPSDQLHVSURÀOHGRQ
the following pages serve as
great examples of the latest
advances in temperature
regulation, sustainability,
comfort technology and natural
ÀEHUZHDUDELOLW\(DFKSURGXFW

FDOOHG7HÁRQ(FR(OLWHLVD
QRQÁXRULQDWHGGXUDEOHZDWHU
UHSHOOHQWÀQLVK7KHEUHDNWKURXJK
treatment contains 63 percent
renewable-sourced content—
far above the recommended
standard—and effectively repels
water and water-based liquids in a
sustainable way.
OrthoLite also takes a strong
stance on sustainability. A
leading supplier of open cell
foam shoe insoles, OrthoLite
recently introduced two new
sustainable products; one uses
a new bio-based formulation,

5 TRENDS TO WATCH
Here’s what’s on the radar for next season:
1. Lightweight performance in every fabric category
2. Responsibly made materials with uncompromised functionality
3. Added value fabrications with plenty of crossover potential
4. Fabrics with stretch, softness and an urban fashion influence
5. Sophisticated color treatments and enhanced surface texture

E\WKHXVHRIQDWXUDOÀEHUV
cropping up for Spring 2016.
Along with the surge in denim,
other types of cotton textiles
are appealing not just for the
aesthetics, but increasingly for
functionality, too, as suppliers
work to add performance via
blends and/or topical performance
properties, like wicking or odorFRQWUROÀQLVKHV:RROWRRLV
featured in many collections.
No longer a cold-weather
only option, “summer wool”
has a growing consumer fan
base. Merino wools are being
produced that are super-light and
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offer exceptional breathability in
warm temperatures.
So, whether it is performance
jeans that function on or off
the bike, or durable garb that
goes from barre class to the
neighborhood bar, outdoor textiles
IRU6SULQJDUHDÀWIRUKRZ
consumers want to dress today.
7KH3HUIRUPDQFH3ULRULW\
However, technical attributes
remain a driver in textile
development. Without a doubt,
the “athleisure” trend and cultural
shift towards a more casual
ZDUGUREHDUHPDMRULQÁXHQFHV

highlighted answers the question
always asked this time of year,
and that is: “What’s new?”
One response is: fabrics with
temperature regulation. This
EHQHÀWKDVEHFRPHDWRSSULRULW\
in textile tech and the company
Coolcore has responded with a
unique approach to this emerging
category. Coolcore’s patented
technology creates cooling power
through a three-step process of
wicking, moisture circulation
and regulated evaporation -without the use of chemicals. The
innovation stands out not only for
its novel cooling properties, but
also for the fact that no chemical
additives are required.
(QYLURQPHQWDOO\UHVSRQVLEOH
product development is a priority
IRU7HÁRQ7KHQHZSURGXFW

while the other incorporates
waste foam from production
in a new way. In addition to
footwear developments, a new
partnership brings the company’s
superior cushioning, breathability
and comfort to the straps on
backpacks and computer bags.
Ramtect is also featured on
the following pages. This natural
ÀEHUZRROEDWWLQJKDVXQLTXH
performance properties that amazed
wear testers. A belief in craft-style
manufacturing and use of USA
sourced wool also sets Ramtect
apart in the outdoor marketplace.
As these companies illustrate,
performance is alive and well in
the outdoor textile market. But
now, sustainability and smart
design go hand in hand with
functionality. O
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Coolcore Brings Cooling Power
To the Outdoor Market
7HQQLVSOD\HUVUXQQHUVDQGRWKHUDWKOHWHV
have long embraced fabric technology that
keeps them cool in the heat of competition.
They know the cooler they are, the better they’ll
perform. That’s the power of cool. That’s also
the power behind Coolcore, a New Hampshirebased company with a patented chemical-free
FRROLQJIDEULFWHFKQRORJ\&RROFRUHLVWKHÀUVW
U.S. company to be awarded the prestigious
Hohenstein Quality Label “Innovative
Technology,” and the only company globally
awarded this recognition for “Cooling Power.”
In spring 2016, Coolcore will bring that
innovation to outdoors enthusiasts through
partnerships with Brooks Running Company,
Cabela’s and L.L. Bean.
Coolcore’s patented technology creates cooling
power through a three-step process of wicking,
moisture circulation and regulated evaporation—

without the use of chemicals.
7KHÀEHUVZLFNWKHPRLVWXUH
away from the skin and into
the fabric where, instead of
transporting it straight to the
outside, it moves moisture
360o throughout the
IDEULF7KHÀEHUVUHJXODWH
Nicholas Skally
moisture evaporation so
VP Branding & Marketing
Coolcore
WKDWLWGRHVQ·WÁDVKGU\RU
saturate the fabric.
Two key differences distinguish Coolcore from
its moisture-wicking competitors. One is moving
that moisture around the fabric instead of straight
to the surface. As its tagline goes, “We make sweat
work for you.” Nicholas Skally, vice president
of branding and marketing at Coolcore, explains,
“It is really just like your skin, the oldest cooling
method known to man—evaporative cooling.”

Chemical-Free Cooling Fabrics

REGULATED
EVAPORATION
MOISTURE
TRANSPORTATION
MOISTURE
WICKING

Coolcore keeps athletes cool in the heat of competition.
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The second big difference: No chemical
additives. While other companies apply topical
agents that are cool to the touch such as xylitol,
a sugar-based sweetener that gives chewing
gum a refreshing taste, the mineral jade or
DOXPLQXPVSKHUHV&RROFRUHFRPELQHVÀEHUVDQG
cross-sections to create channels that move the
moisture hydraulically through the fabric. Skally
compares it to siphoning gas. “Once it starts,
moisture pulls it through and keeps moving
throughout,” he says.
Coolcore technology reduces the fabric’s
surface temperature up to 30 percent. In addition,
WKHPDWHULDOLVVLJQLÀFDQWO\GULHUDQGEHFDXVH
&RROFRUHLVFKHPLFDOIUHHWKHFRROLQJEHQHÀW
never washes out. It’s safe to wear and better
for the environment than the harmful chemicals
applied to other moisture-wicking fabrics.
Coolcore launched in 2013 with a cooling
towel created in partnership with MISSION
Athletecare that is sold through sporting goods
channels. The towels also sell at Lowe’s to
construction workers, do-it-yourselfers and
farmers. Older women buy them on HSN to
wear for gardening and other cooling needs.
Coolcore also is used in Dr. Cool recovery wraps
and in hats for Imperial Headwear and its parent
company Paramount.
The applications for Coolcore are limitless.
Coolcore can be incorporated into apparel,
footwear, headwear, and accessories for truck
GULYHUVFKHIVURRIHUVSROLFHRIÀFHUVÀUH
ÀJKWHUV³DQ\RQHZKRQHHGVWRIHHOFRRODQG
comfortable in the heat of work or play. It can
be used for bedding and sleepwear and comes in
various knits, wovens, stretches, weights, blends,
prints and patterns. You’ll see it at industry trade
shows under the Concept III banner. And now it’s
headed for the great outdoors.
“We’re very excited to be partnering with
Coolcore,” says Jenna Vanni, senior product
developer at L.L. Bean. “We chose Coolcore
as a partner because of its cutting-edge cooling
technology. The cooling performance will
last for the life of the garment, enhances
the UPF rating of the fabric and, best of all,
it’s chemical-free. The combination of a
cooling fabric with enhanced UPF means our
customers will be comfortable all day, which
means they can garner even further enjoyment
from their outdoor activity.” O
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Under Foot or Over Shoulder,
OrthoLite Adds Comfort
2UWKR/LWHZKLFKLVNQRZQIRUFRQVWDQW
innovation, has added several new products
plus is expanding beyond footwear.
The world’s leading supplier of open cell
shoe insoles, OrthoLite recently introduced
two new sustainable products, has developed
a new 3D Skive insole and announced a
partnership that brings the company’s superior
cushioning, breathability
and comfort to the
straps on backpacks and
computer bags. OrthoLite
is also expanding its
scented insole selections.
7KH(FR;
The company has placed a
Pam GelsominI
high priority on developing
President
sustainable products and
in step with this initiative, has introduced a new
version of their popular X40 High Rebound
LQVROHFDOOHG(FR;7KHRULJLQDOYHUVLRQLV
popular with brands serving high impact sports.
(FR;DOVRSURYLGHVKLJKOHYHOVRIFXVKLRQLQJ
in thinner thicknesses, so it is a great product for
dress shoes.
7KHQHZ(FR;IRUPXODWLRQUHSODFHV
25 percent of the petroleum used to make
the foam with a bio-based formulation from
FDVWRUEHDQVZLWKRXWVDFULÀFLQJWKHSURGXFW·V
outstanding performance qualities. Said Pam
Gelsomini, president of the company, “it feels
amazing underfoot.”

7KH1HZ3DWFKZRUN,QVROH
OrthoLite uses more than 70 tons of recycled
rubber each year, which can be seen in the small
EODFNÁHFNVLQWKHLULQVROHV1RZWKHFRPSDQ\
has developed a product that uses the waste foam
from production. It’s called the Patchwork insole.
To make it, OrthoLite takes small pieces of
multicolored waste foam, which are dye cut into
VPDOOVKDSHVVXFKDVÁRZHUV
7KH\DUHDOVRXVLQJZDVWHIRDPDVDÀOOHUIRU
the under sole cavities of rubber boots made by
companies such as Timberland and Carhartt. The
waste foam adds an extra layer of cushioning.

Ride the WAVE! This
new design provides
massaging cushion
underfoot and great
eye-appeal in the shoe.

7KH1HZ'6NLYH:DYH
Since its introduction last year, OrthoLite’s
3D Skive has become very popular for use
in sandals and other lifestyle products. This
insole is made from a special foam cutting
technology. The new 3D Wave has a wavy
groove design for a unique cushioning
experience and will be used in sandals and
other lifestyle products.

OrthoLite Impressions foam makes the handles and straps conform
to your body and create a cooler, drier more comfortable experience.

,W·VLQWKH%DJ
OrthoLite is also expanding beyond shoes. This
June, the company announced a new partnership
with Incase, an Apple product accessory line that
designs protective accessories for devices and
power products. Now OrthoLite Impressions
memory foam will be found in the straps of the
Incase Reform Backpack and also in the toploading handles of the Incase briefcase.
Both brand extensions point to the fact that
OrthoLite continues to offer new, improved and
innovative products. “It’s really exciting for us to
see so much opportunity beyond foot products,”
said Gelsomini. But it makes sense. “OrthoLite
foams have many great properties. There are
potential applications anywhere you want comfort
next to the skin.”
,W0DNHV6FHQWV
OrthoLite has also introduced scented insoles in
DYDULHW\RIIUDJUDQFHV2UVKRXOGZHVD\ÁDYRUV"
The options here include coffee, chocolate,
coconut, vanilla, rose, mint, bubble gum, apple,
and orange. This insole started out as a children’s
shoe product, but was so popular, is now also
being found in adult products. O

The Patchwork Insole: Use your logo to create eye-catching designs on the top or bottom of the sockliner while closing the loop on your production by using your own waste foam.
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Teﬂon Brings First Renewably-Sourced
Water-Repellent Treatment To Market
%XLOWXSRQD\HDUOHJDF\RIZRUOGFODVV
chemistry and market-shaping brands, The
&KHPRXUV&RPSDQ\LQWURGXFHV7HÁRQ(FR(OLWH
QRQÁXRULQDWHGGXUDEOHZDWHUUHSHOOHQWÀQLVK
Suitable for fabrics that need to stay dry –
including high performance outerwear, awnings
DQGOXJJDJH²7HÁRQ(FR(OLWH effectively repels
water and water-based liquids in a sustainable
way. This breakthrough treatment contains 63%
renewably-sourced content derived from a variety
of plant-based sources carefully selected from
QRQJHQHWLFDOO\PRGLÀHG QRQ*02 DQG
non-food source feedstocks. To be considered
renewably-sourced, the ASTM standard is 20%.
,QDGGLWLRQ7HÁRQ(FR(OLWHIXOO\FRPSOLHV
ZLWK2(.27(;®, Standard 100 requirements
and is compliant with the Zero Discharge of
+D]DUGRXV&KHPLFDOV ='+& -RLQW5RDGPDS
Manufacturers Restricted Substance List
056/ &KHPRXUVLVDOVRLQWKHSURFHVVRI
becoming a bluesign® system partner so that
WKHRUJDQL]DWLRQDQGWKH=(/$1®5ÀQLVK

product can be evaluated,
achieve bluesign® approved
status and be listed in the
bluesign®EOXHÀQGHU³WKH
RQO\YHULÀHGSRVLWLYHOLVW
for the textile industry.
The intent is to have this
completed by late-2015.
Lisa Hardy,
“Brands are increasingly
NA Marketing Manager
Teﬂon Textile Finishes
demanding products
that are sustainable and
UHQHZDEO\VRXUFHGZLWKRXWVDFULÀFLQJKLJK
SHUIRUPDQFHGXUDELOLW\7HÁRQ(FR(OLWH
ÀQLVKZDVGHYHORSHGWRVDWLVI\WKLVGHPDQG
delivering superior water protection while also
reducing the environmental footprint of treated
fabrics,” said Lee Howarth, global marketing
PDQDJHUIURP+XQWVPDQ7H[WLOH(IIHFWV
´7HÁRQ(FR(OLWHÀQLVKFRQWLQXHVWKH
year alliance of Chemours and Huntsman and
reinforces our joint commitment to innovation
that accelerates the textile industry’s drive for

“In product testing, Teﬂon EcoElite™
ﬁnish was found to be up to three
times more durable than existing
non-ﬂuorinated repellants.”
greater sustainability.”
,QSURGXFWWHVWLQJ7HÁRQ(FR(OLWHÀQLVKZDV
found to be up to three times more durable than
H[LVWLQJQRQÁXRULQDWHGUHSHOODQWVGHOLYHULQJKLJK
performance repellency for at least 30 washes.
,QFRPSDULVRQVRPHQRQÁXRULQDWHGÀQLVKHVLQ
the marketplace, based on existing technologies
HJSDUDIÀQVLOLFRQHVPHODPLQHVGHQGULPHUV 
cannot last more than 10 washes without having
to load up with additional product.“The advantage
RI7HÁRQ(FR(OLWH is that you can reach high
performance and high durability so it can last lots
of launderings,” said Lisa Hardy, North America
PDUNHWLQJPDQDJHUIRU7HÁRQ7H[WLOH)LQLVKHV
Loading product can also change the hand of
fabric or leave chalk marks. “People say that with
our product, you can get equal performance
and the fabric just feels better,” Hardy added.
´:LWK7HÁRQ(FR(OLWH, the amount of
product needed is very reasonable to get longlasting repellent performance.”
)RUGHVLJQHUV7HÁRQ(FR(OLWH presents an
option that is suitable for a variety of fabrics,
including cottons, synthetics and blends; and it
SHUIRUPV7KHÀQLVKLVKLJKO\GXUDEOHLQHYHQWKH
heaviest of rainstorms and fabrics dry quickly. O

ON THE SHELF
Teﬂon EcoElite™ renewable sourced ﬁnish
1. Provides excellent water repellency to
cotton, denim, nylon, spandex, polyester
and blends.
2. Maintains fabric breathability, making
garments comfortable to wear.
3. Fights against water based-liquids including
milk, coffee, red wine, grape juice and tea.
4. Enables good runnability, allowing for
uninterrupted production process.
5. Compatible with commonly used ﬁnishing
auxiliaries, including resins and cross-linking
agents.
6. Made with non-ﬂuorinated, renewably
sourced plant-based material that can be
replenished naturally over time.
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Made from nature
to stand up to the elements.
Introducing Teflon EcoElite™. The first renewably sourced, durable water repellent finish.
It’s up to three times more durable than existing non-fluorinated repellents
and delivers peak performance on cottons, synthetics and blends. To protect your
performance fabrics, turn to the finish that’s sourced from nature.
teflon.com/outdoorinsight

© 2015 The Chemours Company FC, LLC. Teflon EcoElite™ and any associated logos are
trademarks or copyrights of The Chemours Company FC, LLC. Chemours™ and the Chemours Logo
are trademarks of The Chemours Company.

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

“I like it more knowing it’s wool.”

Ramtect: You Don’t Need to Imagine
What’s in Your Insulated Jacket

POINTS OF INTEREST
1. Ramtect, patent pending, is made with wool
from responsibly raised USA sheep to create
a hygroscopic wool batting.

Spirit West Essential style
lightweight merino wool jacket

By Bob Woodward, founder, SNEWS
When Ted Eugenis and I started publishing

WKHRXWGRRULQGXVWU\QHZVOHWWHU61(:6VRPH
thirty years ago, one of our primary goals was to
present readers with “real” gear and apparel tests.
That’s real as in tests done by what we came
to call “Average Human Beings” or “AHB’s”people who held regular jobs and had normal
lives but loved to participate in outdoor sports
and activities.
Not one of our product tests over the
years was done by a paid outdoor company
ambassador, a subsidized company athlete, or
a magazine editor ever fearful of offending
any and all potential and existing advertisers if
they said something negative.
2XUÀUVWRIÀFLDOWHVWZDVRIUXJJHGZLQWHU
gloves. Rather than putting the gloves on the
hands of expedition members attempting an
ascent of a major Himalayan peak, we distributed
them to garbage haulers to use during the middle
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2. This performance feature allows Ramtect to
optimize clothing construction and maximize
moisture transfer through layers. Down and
polyester batting are non-hygroscopic and
thus do not provide this functional beneﬁt.

or any that I could
of a harsh Chicago
3.
Understanding
the
heat
and
moisture
transfer
feel,” noted the retired
winter. Test pattern
through ﬁbrous materials is essential.
journalist, adding,
established.
4. Without being informed of what they were
“but with use I found
Recently I was asked
wearing, AHB testers found wool to be an
that there was indeed
if I would revive the
amazing natural ﬁber.
insulation and it proved
AHB program to test
5. Ramtect endorses craft manufacturing,
equal to or exceeding
Ramtect compressed
steeped in authentic outdoor heritage, as
the warmth that of my
wool insulation.
today’s wise choice for clothing assembly.
down sweater. “This
Without telling testers
comment, with slight
what the insulation
was, we gave them lightweight jackets and vests
variations, was echoed by every tester.
to use. Among the testers were a female rancher
After three weeks of testing, testers were
who is an avid hiker, a professional photographer
told what the insulation was in their jackets and
who is a solid outdoorsman, a go-get-em senior
vests. They were amazed. Said the rancher/hiker,
high school girl, and a retired journalist who is
´.QRZLQJLW·VZRROPDGHPHOLNHLWHYHQPRUH
out every day doing something outdoors.
1DWXUDOÀEHUQDWXUDOZDUPWKDQGQRZRQGHUWKH
They were instructed to forget about the style
vest I tested still kept me warm after being soaked
in a sudden thunder shower while hiking.” O
of garment and its features and to focus on how
warm the item of apparel was during use. Here’s
For more information contact:
what they had to say.
Doug Hoschek (Ramtect) Hobbs BondedFibers,
“When I got the jacket, it was so light I
djhoschek@hotmail.com / OR booth # 62047
swore there was no insulation whatsoever
ADVERTISEMENT
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DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

Loving Warp and Weft

%\.XUW*UD\

WE LOVE
TEXTILES
BECAUSE
THEY
ALLOW US
TO BLEND
IN OR
DAZZLE.
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Textiles are the lifeblood of both
functional and fashionable apparel.
The amalgam of structure, touch and
ÁH[DOOFRPELQHZLWKFRORUWRGULYHWKH
endless metabolism of design. I believe
clothing is a language, one shared by
all, and that we use textiles to project
and protect ourselves, both hiding our
faults and promoting our assets. Textiles
are truly a second skin. They make us
more durable when we work, faster
when we play; they protect us from the
elements and speak volumes about our
OLYHVWKURXJKFRORUÀWDQGIRUP7H[WLOHV
allow us to show our allegiances,
preferences and personality.
Much as daily wear fabrics allow
us some control over our social
environment, technical fabrics allow us
to control our physical environment, and
thus ourselves. We use fabrics to assist
our bodies in staying warm and cooling
off. We depend on textiles to shed
water, wind and snow, while remaining
transparently comfortable and odor free.

Fabrics that make our lives better by
making our bodies happier are the new
normal.
We love textiles because they allow
us to blend in or dazzle. Textiles are
a social and physical tool that allow
us to extend our spectrum, and thrive
where no ape should.
+HUHDUHÀYHWH[WLOHVWRORYHLQWKH
outdoors:
1\ORQInvented just before World
:DU,,DVDVXEVWLWXWHIRUQDWXUDOÀEHUV
nylon is amazingly strong and supple.
&RDWHGSXUHÀQLVKFDOHQGDUHG
nylon fabrics are the backbone of the
Outdoor Industry.
3RO\HVWHU: The newer synthetic yarn,
polyester is naturally hydrophobic
and bigger in cross section by weight,
making it a lighter, dryer alternative to
Q\ORQDQGQDWXUDOÀEHUV
3RO\SURS\OHQHUnfortunately its
reputation is tainted because of an
early manufacturing failure that led
to a certain odor. However, Polypro
KDVWKHORZHVWVSHFLÀFJUDYLW\RI
the synthetic yarns and is absolutely

hydrophobic, making for lightweight
and quick drying textiles.
:RROThe granddaddy of technical
fabrics, wool continues to surprise us
with its wide spectrum of comfort.
The hydrophobic/hydrophilic
FRPELQDWLRQDWWKHÀEHUOHYHO
is unique and not replicated by
synthetics. This stuff is a miracle.
%OHQGV This is the secret sauce. Any
RQHÀEHUDORQHDQGDOOE\LWVHOILQD
knit or most woven fabrics, is pretty
much limited in some way; they all
have their weaknesses. But when
combined, especially with other high
WRXFKRUWHFK\ÀEHUVWKH\FDQEH
much more than the sum of their parts.
%OHQGHGÀEHUVDQGSODLWHGIDEULFV
bring so much more to the party.
Disclaimer: Kurt Gray always did
think that Pluto was a planet; it said
so in his Scholastic Reader. It goes
without saying that his opinions
are not necessarily shared by the
publisher or anyone else with an
Internet connection.
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Columbia EX OutDry
Diamond, MSRP $400.

utdoor enthusiasts
won’t let a rainy
day stop them from
getting outside. From
nylon ponchos in
the 1950s to today’s
cutting-edge waterproof breathable
textiles, technical rainwear has
allowed people to stay dry on the
wettest days.
Year-by-year, season-by-season,
waterproof breathable technologies
have evolved to deliver better
performance.
“The fabrics, especially in Gore-Tex’s
case, have been pretty well developed,
refined and tested. They work
exceptionally well. The changes have
been primarily in the construction of
the garments and the different uses
of the rain jackets for urban wear and
traffic in addition to outdoor,” says
Greg Thomsen, managing director at
Adidas Outdoor USA.
“Waterproof and breathable fabrics
have improved from what was offered
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five years ago. We can find fabric
where hand feel has improved, much
softer and less noisy shells that are
also elastic. Fabrics are also lighter
but have a good resistant to abrasion
and the membranes have improved
especially in breathability,” says
Eduardo Uribesalgo, product director
at Ternua.
While Gore-Tex is the clear market
leader, several brands have invested
in proprietary waterproof breathable
fabrics to suit their needs.
In Spring 2016, Columbia is
introducing OutDry Extreme. Although
OutDry technology was previously
only used in footwear and gloves, this
launch is the first use in technical
rainwear.
“We are very much a DIY culture.
We don’t use the big ingredient brands
other companies use. We want to think
of innovation that is very intuitive to
consumers and offers them a clear
benefit,” says Blaine Perrin, director of
product marketing at Columbia. “Our

mission is getting as many people
out in the outdoors and enjoying
the outdoors longer. We want our
innovations to be accessible, intuitive
and have a clear benefit for all outdoor
consumers, not just the top of the
mountain or weekend enthusiast.”
New Developments
A few key brands are rethinking
the traditional approach to rainwear
design and feature sets.
Columbia’s launch of OutDry
Extreme is an example of new thinking.
“For a long time in outdoor industry,
people have been iterating on a
better waterproof membrane,” says
Perrin. “We’re thinking about that
completely differently. We’ve turned
the convention inside out. In every
popular jacket on the market now, you
have some sort of textile fabric that’s
coated with a DWR, underneath that
you have a waterproof membrane,
underneath that you often have
another piece of textile that protects

outdoorinsightmag.com

the membrane. With OutDry we’re
flipping this convention and putting
the waterproof breathable membrane
on the outside of the garment. It
allows no water to permeate. There’s
no wet out experience. OutDry is
bombproof waterproof but also
breathable.”
Perrin notes, “With this new OutDry
technology, we are addressing
the consumer’s primary concerns
about durability and breathability
of waterproof breathable products.
We think this will be very disruptive
because it looks so different from
what’s on the market.”
Other brands feel it is time for a
new direction on the design side.
“What is different over the last four
or five years is that you can now
much more cost effectively produce
top tier waterproof breathable
performance. But that top tier
performance hasn’t really moved
since the inception of waterproof
breathables. In our opinion, all the

outdoorinsightmag.com

improvements that have been made
have taken waterproof/breathable
from unacceptable to a little better
but still unacceptable in terms
of breathability,” says Michael
Glavin, VP–brand manager at Sierra
Designs. “There is still no waterproof
breathable fabric, even with pristine
DWR (durable water resistance)
performance that can dissipate the
moisture that you can produce while
exercising hard in the rain. There’s
a huge gap between what they
really need to do and what they can
really do. The improvements are so
incremental that they add virtually no
value to the customer experience.”
The form factor of the rain jacket
is about to enjoy a renaissance, says
Glavin. “The products that we have
today are built around the premise
that waterproof breathables work. The
revelation people are having is that
waterproof/breathable doesn’t work.
They can’t produce breathability.
It’s not so much that the designs has
been dialed, it’s just that the industry
is lazy and building the same old
stuff. They are not really looking at
what the customer is experiencing
and recognizing these products don’t
really work for the customer.”
Glavin continues, “We believe the way
people are building jackets is wrong.
They are all too short. A rain jacket that
doesn’t go below the crotch line is just
not functional. The biggest problem
you have is rain running down those
short jackets into your crotch gutter
and you are wet. All of our rainwear is
long and covers the crotch point,” says
Glavin. “So you see people out there
backpacking with huge hoods designed
for helmets, short jackets that don’t
provide coverage. As people recognize
that waterproof breathables aren’t the
only answer, they will look at designs
that work.”
Balancing Act
Balancing the opposing features
of waterproof protection and
breathability has been a complicated
process. “Five years ago, enhanced
breathability came at the expense of
the fabric’s waterproof rating. Today
we are seeing a lot more laminates
with increased breathability as well
as increased waterproof ratings,”
says Alan Yiu, founder and lead
designer at Westcomb. “I do believe
the waterproof performance has
always been adequate for 95 percent
of conditions where you’d bring
out a shell, however there is always
a pocket of core users needing
additional protection.”
Outdoor enthusiasts benefit

from decades of investment in
waterproof breathable technologies
and a wide range of price points.
The most hardcore climbers, hikers
and backpackers can stay warm,
dry and comfortable in extreme
wet conditions. Alternately, some
consumers may never reach the
performance limits of their technical
rainwear choice.
“The key to the waterproof
breathable market for us is choice.
We’re finding there is still a need for
a wide range of solutions. Everything
from a bombproof durable I want to
stay dry under any circumstances
no matter how long I’m out there
to a more versatile lifestyle option
that says I don’t want to get wet but
I also want to wear it out to dinner
and not look like a dork,” says Jordan
Wand, VP–product and marketing
for Outdoor Research. “It’s about
choice and trying to determine what
problems the consumer is trying
to solve. With that information we
can dial in different solutions with
everything from Gore-Tex Pro Shell
to other Gore technologies to our
proprietary AscentShell fabric. You
have to cater to all of them. To offer a
silver bullet is not a winning strategy
to win favor in a consumers mind.”
Robert Fry, Mountain Hardwear’s
director of product design and
merchandising, says, “We’ve made
big improvement in both 2.5 and
three layer configurations. At the
more accessibly priced 2.5 layer slots
we’ve vastly improved performance
(breathability and comfort) with our
EVAP moisture management system.
Whereas most 2.5 layer jackets are
printed on the inside with an ink
to protect the membrane, we print
with an evaporative carbon material
that both protects the membrane,
but more importantly, keeps the
clamminess at bay. The jacket always
feels dry on the inside. It happens to
improve breathability as well.

4

KEYS
1
A wide range
of choices and
price points.
2
Lighter, less
noisy shells.
3
New design
thinking and
focus on
breathability.
4
Bombproof
durability for
the hardcore.

Feature Fundamentals
Over time, the feature sets for
technical rainwear have been
refined and reached a point of near
consensus. Pocket placement, zipper
styles, hood configurations and cuff
preferences are pretty dialed in.
Still, consumers are looking for finer
distinctions in features as well as more
versatility in applications.
“Without question people are using
technical rainwear jackets as their
primary outer jacket. A Gore shell
becomes a jacket you wear in the
spring, throw it on a cool summer
night and put a down vest under in
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“Some think of
versatility as
trail to cocktail.
To others
versatility is
the ability
to wear a
technical jacket
to ice climb
with gauntlet
gloves and then
in the spring
ski tour in the
same jacket.”
Jordan Wand,
VP–product
and marketing,
Outdoor Research

colder weather. It’s a year round
product. We have to make sure the
jackets perform on the mountain and
in the city. These are not inexpensive
products and people want to get the
most versatile use,” says Thomsen.
Some think of versatility as “trail to
cocktail.” To others versatility is “the
ability to wear a technical jacket to ice
climb with gauntlet gloves and then in
the spring ski tour in the same jacket,”
says Wand. “There isn’t a quiver of one
for the outdoor purist but we’re trying
to design a broader range of uses into
proof breathable jackets. Some of the
better selling waterproof breathable
jackets are almost balanced 50/50 in
sales volume in spring and fall seasons.
That indicates this is not the jacket I
bring out only for the summer. People

are looking for versatility.”
Uribesalgo notes, “We see that
more and more outdoor enthusiasts
are looking for garments that are
more breathable, lighter and more
compressible. They are looking for
jackets that don’t take much space
in their backpacks. Versatility is also
very important.”
Active consumers are reaching
out to brands with specific feature
recommendations and suggestions.
“I do get requests on whether our
jackets have vent zippers. Apparently
with the advent of breathable
membranes, brands, including
Westcomb, have removed vents to
save on weight. All our shells, except
for our ultra-lights, now have vent
zippers,” says Yiu.

Consumers want adjustable hoods,
cuffs and waist hems. “Those are
mandatory. They want a dropped
back, side pockets and a chest pocket.
They want the jacket to fit and move
well. That means underarm gussets
or a cut that allows the garment to
move. Now we are getting requests for
a hood that rolls into the collar so that
you can wear the jacket as urban wear
or when traveling,” notes Thomsen.
Comfort and durability always top
the criteria list. “We’re known as one
of the most durable brands on the
market so when addressing market
needs, we never fail to take this into
account. People want their considered
purchases to last, period. But, and it’s
a big but, durability can’t come at the
expense of comfort,” says Fry. O

Left to Right:
Adidas Outdoor
Wandertag, MSRP
$199; Helly Hansen
Odin EnRoute, MSRP
$375; Helly Hansen
Women’s Odin
EnRoute, MSRP $375;
Columbia EX OutDry
Diamond, MSRP $400.

Left to Right:
Outdoor Research
Precipice, MSRP $279;
Adidas Outdoor Terrex
Swift GTX Active,
MSRP $349; Adidas
Wandertag Climaproof
Pant, MSRP $89;
Columbia OutDry
EX Platinum Pant,
MSRP $200.

Left to Right:
Columbia OutDry
EX Gold Trench
MSRP $175; Mountain
Hardwear B Line
Parka MSRP $180.
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FASHION
AT PEAK PERFORMANCE

It’s hard not to notice performance socks these days. They, like the athletic footwear they are
most comfortable in, announce themselves in bursts of bright primary colors, bold geometric
prints, strident stripes and pretty pastels. It would be too simplistic to say that they are following
the lead of haute couture because athleisure styles are conﬁdently walking the catwalk, too.
The accent on fashion has broadened the category: Now, there are different styles, sizing and
ﬁts for men and women. It’s a win-win-win — the brands get more customers, wearers get
more choices and performance socks get to strut their stuff. By Nancy A. Ruhling

2XU’s Training Vectr, $24.95.

2XU’s Training Vectr, $24.95

Balega’s Blister Resist, $13 to $15.

thermoregulate body temperature.

Jayme Mechur, Sr. Marketing Manager, says:
Performance Features:
Designed for athletes, the Vectr has 2XU
Compression, an X:LOCK support system for
stability and X:BLEND fiber.
Selling Point: We are fabric experts. Every
sock in the Vectr collection is engineered
from a combination of unique fabrics that
suit the needs of the activity. For example,
the training sock uses Celliant yarns to help
80 • Outdoor Insight • August 2015

The Future: Innovation – creating products
that push the boundaries and give the
athlete an edge on the competition – will
always remain a top priority.
Business Opportunities: The increased
focus on an active and healthy lifestyle
nationwide is creating a growing customer
base every day. People are participating in
new sports and pushing the limits farther
than they have before. With this comes a

growing need for high-quality products that
serve their needs.
Balega’s Blister Resist, $13 to $15

Tanya Pictor, VP–Sales and Marketing, says:
Performance Features: With new colors and
new yarns, the Blister Resist, available in noshow, quarter and crew styles, is ready to
run. The Drynamix mohair footbed protects
against sheer-friction blisters; the sensitive
rib top fights pressure marks and increases
circulation; the enhanced elastic grip
outdoorinsightmag.com
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Bridgedale’s Na-kd, $15.95.

construction in the arch and
ankle provides support; and the
heel tab prevents slipping in the
shoe. It also includes a microfiber arch band, hand-linked toe
seam, a second-skin fit and highvolume construction.

Heel-to-Toe
Fashion Trends

Selling Point: We focus on
specialty retail and that shapes
our approach to design, fibers
and quality. We are predominantly made in South Africa
because we are a South African
company, but we have recently
commenced production in
the USA of specific styles and
moved our headquarters to
Hickory, NC, and we are aiming
to grow that capacity. Our quality measures are unmatched.
Every pair is washed and
inspected before packing.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Future: We recently merged
with Implus and the impact of
Implus’ stellar service levels will
enable us to meet the servicelevel expectations of retail partners. We are constantly looking
at opportunities where we can
add value to communities that
impact our business.

Brooks Running’s Radical Lightweight Tab, $15.

Business Opportunities: Natural
fibers are resonating more and
more with consumers. The
challenge, however, will be to
differentiate and not to follow.
That’s one of the reasons we
are focusing on mohair, which
has awesome performance
attributes that include a low
sheer-friction coefficient,
making it an ideal fiber for
minimizing blisters.
Bridgedale’s Na-kd, $15.95

Colin Sanders, Brand
President, says:

CEP Compression’s
Dynamic + Outdoor Light LOW, $22.
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Performance Features: Made
for a variety of sports from
running and aerobics to
everyday use with trainers, the
superlight, low-cut, no-show
Na-kd keeps its cool and
comfort during every activity.
Fifty-three percent nylon/
polyamide, 42 percent Coolmax/
polyester and 5 percent Lyrca/
elastane, it includes CoolFusion
Technology that employs high-

•
•
•
•

Lighter than air
Barefoot feel
Second-skin fit
Styling that follows in the footsteps
of athletic footwear
Multifunctional
Bright primary colors
Stripes of all stripes
Soft pastels
Multi-colored designs
Geometric prints

What to watch for: “We are actually
seeing the potential for a reversal of
this trend for different colors and can
expect to see strong sales in core
colors. The shoes are so colorful
that the consumer is telling us that it
has become increasingly difficult to
match everything with color and the
core colors of white, black and grey
have rebounded in sales.”
Tom Weber
Director of Sales, Wrightsock

performance microfibers to
create a cooling and fast-wicking
underfoot mesh.
Selling Point: Fusion
Technology is what sets
Bridgedale apart. A unique
blend of yarn and knitting
technology, it combines the
highest-quality yarns wrapped
with high-performance
microfibers to ensure all-day
performance. Cushioning and
mesh panels ensure all-day
comfort, ventilation and the
highest level of performance.
The Future: It’s about creating
highly technical socks for
optimum performance.
Business Opportunities: As
the North American market
continues to grow for the brand,
this is a great opportunity to
expose the Bridgedale name and
products to a core and younger
target market of avid outdoor
adventurers wanting optimum
performance from their socks.
Brooks Running’s Radical
Lightweight Tab, $15

Bennett Grimes, Apparel
Merchandising Manager, says:
Performance Features: Made

with Brooks’ DriLayer Glide, an
abrasion-resistant yarn that is
lightweight and breathable, this
running sock has an Achilles tab
that keeps it from slipping.
Selling Point: Brooks focuses
100 percent on running. It’s all
we do, and it’s who we are.
The Future: Brooks will stay
focused on and true to the
runner while offering new
options in styles.
Business Opportunities: We
definitely see opportunity for
the sock business in the running
category. As runners, we sometimes forget how important a
good sock is until we get blisters
or chafing. Our new Fall 2015
line is filled entirely with socks
to help runners stay comfortable while they’re out there.
CEP Compression’s
Dynamic + Outdoor Light
Merino LOW, $22

Brandt Furgerson, Director of CEP
North America, says:
Performance Features:
Designed for hikers, mountain
climbers and climbers, this sock
pairs compression technology
with a lightweight, breathable
profile through a combination of
fine merino wool and polyamide
fibers. Snug-fitting, it doesn’t
bunch up, rub or bag out. It is
ergonomically designed for left
and right feet.
Selling Point: We are the largest
performance compression brand
in the business and also the
oldest, with roots in the medicalgrade business for over 50 years.
Our German factories build
hosiery with doctor-recommended graduated profiles, lower-leg
ergonomics and compression.
The Future: It’s all about
durability. Outdoor consumers
have shown they’re willing to
pay premium prices for a good
sock. That all erodes if the sock
doesn’t last.
Business Opportunities:
Compression will soon be
outdoorinsightmag.com
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viewed as yet another premium
sock characteristic similar to
ultra-fine Merino wool or needle
count. There is no reason
why socks with compression
technology shouldn’t be
merchandised right next to
every other sock on the wall.
When a consumer looks at
the whole performance sock
landscape and notices the
sock with compression that
also offers their fiber content
of choice, cushion profile and
attractive colors, they’ll grab the
one that delivers it all.

Darn Tough Vermont’s Vertex Running Series –
No Show Tab, Non-Cushion, $16.

DeFeet’s Meta Reflector Running Sock, $15.99.

Darn Tough Vermont’s Vertex
Running Series – No Show Tab,
Non-Cushion, $16

Brian Brand, Marketing
Director, says:
Performance Features: Stripped
to the bare essentials, the
Vertex performance runner,
available in Merino and
Coolmax, delivers comfort,
durability and fit all at only 13
grams per sock. Reinforced
mesh provides wicking and
breathability; enhanced
performance arch support
assures a precision fit with no
slipping or bunching; a flat-knit
tab and cuff keep debris out;
and True Seamless construction
eliminates blisters.
Selling Point: The cornerstone
of Darn Tough Vermont
remains today as it was when
the brand was founded.
Comfort, durability and fit
drive everything we do. Our
mill is outfitted with stateof-the-art equipment, and we
only use fine-gauge needles
and premium-fine yarns.
That allows us to produce an
unmistakable, sure fit that is so
durable that we can guarantee
our socks for life. And we still
make every pair in our own
mill in Northfield, VT.

EC3D’s Compression Twist Sock, $60.
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The Future: For us, it’s an
unwavering dedication to
producing the best socks on
the planet, period. Whether
they’re end-use specific designs
for running, hiking or skiing
or simply socks for day-to-day

casual wear, we’ll continue to
back every sock we make 100
percent and unconditionally.
Business Opportunities: We’ve
seen amazing support from
our retailer base, and further
developing our partnerships
with them is a big focus. We’re
also looking strategically at
how we can build a greater
awareness of the brand in
general. We’ve seen strong
growth season after season, and
in order to meet demand, we’ll
soon be breaking ground on a
new 100,000-square-foot facility
adjacent to our mill in Vermont.
DeFeet’s Meta Reflector
Running Sock, $15.99

Scott Dvorak, Brand
Manager, says:
Performance Features:
A new design for running,
the durable Meta includes
Reflector, DeFeet’s reflective
yarn technology that reflects
light from headlight beams to
make the wearer more visible.
Mid-arch compression holds
the sock in place, and the new
split cuff tab protects the front
of the ankle from shoe-tongue
abrasion. Its sculpted terry
loop construction forms an
advanced meta-pad developed
for forefoot and mid-foot
strike performance. It also has
imperceptible hand-looped toe
seams and CoolMax EcoMade
fiber from recycled resources,
for moisture management.
Selling Points: It’s USA
made and is made of USA-grown

Room To Grow:
10 Top Trends
1. Shoes and socks that work
together and are packaged as a unit
2. Athleisure attributes
3. Compression
4. Durable comfort
5. Sports specific
6. Retail partnerships
7. Right and left fits
8. Gender specific
9. Made in the USA
10. High-performance materials

wool. The same leadership team
has been in place for over 22
years, providing continuity to
DeFeet’s vision.
The Future: Being real. The
time of “pulling the wool over
customers’ eyes” has passed.
They’re tired of being sold
subpar product in exchange for
their hard-earned dollars.
Business Opportunities: The
changing retail environment
made the last decade very
difficult to navigate. More
brands are battling for fewer
excellent retailers, which
leads more of these brands
to discover new distribution
channels. Finding the right
channel and owning it for as
long as possible is always an
opportunity. It’s a crowded
space, and that leads to
more – dare I use the word? –
disruption. That’s the one thing
we can all count on.
EC3D’s Compression
Twist Sock, $60

Carine Villeneuve, Vice
President, says:
Performance Features: The
brand’s newly reinvented
Twist Sock, the only one on the
market with different targeted
zones for performance and
recovery, is designed to improve
postural control and stability.
Used by professional and avid
athletes, the sock, which has an
adjustable footbed, supports the
plantar fascia up the shin and
around the calf muscle during
sports. Afterward, wearers slide
the sock down to the ankle,
twist it outward 180 degrees
and pull it back up so the
targeted zones are aimed toward
recovery support with increased
compression from the foot to
the top of the calf. An additional
twist at the mid foot, an industry
first, increases support to help
correct light pronation or
supination. Compression levels
are 20 to 25 millimeters of
mercury in performance mode,
25 to 30 millimeters of mercury
in recovery mode. Made of
85 percent polyamide and 15
outdoorinsightmag.com
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percent elastane to provide
moisture wicking, the sock has
a seamless toe and padded
heel for comfort and blister
protection.
Selling Point: We were the first
company that used biometric
research to develop targeted
zoning in our garments and
socks. We took established
medical-grade compression and
integrated it into our sports
gear. Our products are made in
North America, manufactured
and designed in Canada and
sourced in the United States.

Farm to Feet’s Damascus Elite Hiking Sock, $21.

The Future: It’s important
to educate the public on
compression so they know
how to choose a product
that is effective in promoting
blood circulation and muscle
stabilization and how best
to use it to support their
performance, to decrease risk
of injury and to know how long
and how often to use it in their
training protocol.
Business Opportunities: We
invest a lot in research and
development and are always
pushing the limits to reinvent
our products. Opportunities
in design improvement and
the use of new and innovative
materials are how EC3D makes
high-quality products.

Feetures! High-Performance Light Cushion
NoShow Tab Stripe Sock, $11.99.
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per inch is essential because it
creates softer socks with more
cushioning and less bulk.

The Future: We will stay
true to our brand and the
foundation of U.S. materials,
U.S. manufacturing and U.S.
workers. We need to continually
challenge ourselves in design
and development and ensure
we are not only bringing good
products to the market but also
innovative products that benefit
the market.

Fitsok’s Stealth Collection, $20
to $25 (for 3-pack)

Business Opportunities:
Many felt the sock market
was saturated with too many
outdoor brands that were and in
many ways still are iconic. Yet
we have been able to enter the
market and grow significantly in
the last two years. That tells you
that there is opportunity.
Feetures! High-Performance
Light Cushion No Show Tab
Stripe Sock, $11.99

Farm to Feet’s Damascus Elite
Hiking Sock, $21

John Gaither, VP–Product, says:

Dave Petri, VP–Marketing, says:

Performance Features: A
combination of high-density
knitting and Feetures!’ iWick
polyester give this snug-fitting
running sock a soft, plush feel
in cushioned areas around
the seamless toe and heel. Its
colorful stripes let it run toward
fashion, too.

Performance Features: The
brand’s most technically
advanced hiking sock gets its
walking legs from a seamlesstoe construction, 100 percent
American-made materials and
micro-channel circumferential
ventilation, targeted hexagonal
reinforcement and improved
Comfort Compression with
Lyrca fiber.

Fitsok’s Stealth Collection, $20 to $25 (for 3-pack).

materials to make the best
socks. They fit well and are
extremely comfortable. But our
brand also is a supply-chain
story. Our customers are able
to learn about the ranches and
wool that is sourced and how
it is turned into yarn. They
learn about the company that
makes the packaging as well
as the factory that knits the
socks. They meet real people
on the packaging and make a
connection to that person. It’s
authentic.

Selling Point: We are the
only brand that can claim
its products are 100 percent
American sourced and
manufactured. Farm to Feet is
a quality brand, using the best

Selling Point: A superior fit and
feel, plus innovative technology
in the socks ensure that wearers
don’t have to worry about
blisters caused by slipping,
bunching or movement in the
shoe.
The Future: High-density knitting that produces more stitches

Business Opportunities: We
have to do a better job as
an industry to educate the
consumer to the importance
and benefits of a great pair
of performance socks, which
many people are not aware of.
The current sock-to-shoe ratio
in the running specialty market
is 0.6 socks to every pair of
shoes sold.

Jeff Bull, Brand Director, says:
Performance Features:
This limited-edition running
collection takes the brand in
a different color direction:
primary and dark colors that
complement any shoe and hold
up in a variety of environments.
CF2, a three-pack built with
Shadowyarn, a poly-based yarn
washed in Microban to reduce
odor, has arch support, an
engineered heel and a precision
toe to keep the sock in place. A
vented mesh upper and Flowtek
Channels in the footbed wick
moisture and heat. It is available
in a silver/black colorway. F4,
a three-pack race-day no-show
sock in a blackout colorway,
is knitted with Sorbtek nylon;
has left/right anatomical
construction; Max Arch support;
and cushion mapping.
Selling Point: We have
redefined the premium
three-pack for specialty-run
retailers and runners by pushing
the performance and durability
to achieve new value and
quality. We do two things really
well: three-pack technical socks
and custom socks for specialtyrun retailers.
The Future: We think offering
compelling custom and limitededition product is important.
With so much consolidation
within the running industry,
it’s more important than ever
to provide something unique
and high quality for specialty
outdoorinsightmag.com
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US MATERIALS

MMUNITY
Celebrating the Appalachian Trail
Community: Damascus, Virginia

US MANUFAC T URING

US WORKERS

INTRODUCING

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA

Damascus Elite Hike

Our Most Innovative 100% American Technical Hiking Sock
FEATURING
COMFORT COMPRESSION USING LYCRA® FIBER
Provides all day comfort and minimizes foot fatigue.

IMPACT CUSHIONING & VENTILATION ZONES
Provides extra protection on the top of the foot, while
also facilitating adequate air flow around the foot.

AVAILABLE IN BOTH MEN’S & WOMEN’S
M’s Damascus Lightweight

W’s Damascus Lightweight

Lightweight, 1/4 crew and medium weight styles.

www.farmtofeet.com
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retailers to stand out from
their big-box and online
competition.
Business Opportunities:
The sock market is certainly
competitive and saturated.
That said, we’ve seen doubledigit growth for the past three
years. Running sock brands
need to be unique, productdriven and retail- focused.

Fox River’s New American Ragg Crew and KneeHigh, $15.99 to $17.99.

Fox River’s New American
Ragg Crew and Knee-High,
$15.99 to $17.99

Mike Tyner,
Partner/Creative, says:

Incrediwear’s Running Sock, $14.

Injinji’s Spectrum Series, $14 to $17.

New Balance’s N377-1 Hydrotec
No Show Double Tab, $13.
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Business Opportunities:
Responding to changing style
trends gives brands and retailers a chance to connect with
new customers who may not
have interacted with your brand
or store because they didn’t
think you offered a stylish
option. Another opportunity is
the crossover adventure-fashion
market — outdoor stores that
carry traditional trekking gear
are also carrying more fashionor workwear-oriented merchandise to showcase the spectrum
for which apparel and performance accessories can add
comfort to the customer’s life.

Performance Features: This
collection of premium hiking
and outdoor socks is based
traditional ragg wool socks and
is also designed for everyday
activities. Made of soft, sustainable merino wool blended with
acrylic, these medium-weight
crews and knee-highs come in
10 colors. Coordinating gloves
are available.

Incrediwear’s Running
Sock, $14

Selling Point: Fox River is
America’s oldest performance
sock brand with a long
tradition of creating products
that enhance customers’
experiences while providing
great value. We have a
variety of products across
every major performance
category and fiber story. We
have products made from
traditional fibers like merino
wool and polyester to more
unique blends like Tencel
and Merino wool and silk,
ThermoLite and more.

Selling Point: We have created
a toe box that stays cool in the
heat and warm in cold weather
by using a proprietary blend
of functional fibers. The rest
of the sock has the functional
blend we use in our diabetic
and trek line to stimulate blood
flow and blood speed, reducing
the inflammatory response and
pain-generating chemicals and
resulting in the ultimate goal of
feeling great without fatigue.

The Future: One of our
constant goals is to create
value for customers by
helping connect performance
products to crossover lifestyle
gear — helping them get
more use out of our products
every day. Performance
socks also provide great
support and comfort for
adventure activities and notso-adventuring activities like
mowing the lawn, going to the
office, grocery shopping and
much more.

Jackson Corley, CEO, says:
Performance Features: The
right/left-specific running sock,
which also wears well for all
activities, offers a great fit,
moisture-management, antifatigue properties and odoreating technology.

The Future: Our goal is to
enhance the quality of life of
individuals through providing
products that can make them
healthier, happier and able to
do what they love to do regardless of perceived limitations.
Business Opportunities: We
believe we can really expand our
product line to accommodate a
wider range of ages and sizes.
Injini’s Spectrum Series,
$14 to $17

Jason Battenfield, CEO, says:
Performance Features: The

series of five-toe running/
workout socks pairs
performance with designs,
colors and graphics created by
an enhanced direct-to-garment
print machines with specialized
ink that’s applied directly to the
fibers and doesn’t restrict the
performance of the CoolMax
and prevents fading.
Selling Point: Injinji makes
an incredibly effective but
very simple product. Injinji’s
patented five-toe technology
offers individuals an
anatomically correct sock that
helps eliminate blisters and hot
spots while allowing feet and
toes to move freely.
The Future: Continued
innovation, consistent quality
and listening to the needs
and preferences of our loyal
customers are our prioirities.
Business Opportunities:
Consumers are becoming
accustomed to new product
rolling out more frequently,
so our goal is to unveil new
styles more frequently. Ideally,
we’re aiming to have four to six
seasons instead of two, which
is something we’re seeing more
companies do.
New Balance’s N377-1
Hydrotec No Show
Double Tab, $13

Janet Mistor, Director of
Marketing, Renfro, says:
Performance Features:
Designed for elite runners,
the Hydrotec works with the
runner’s shoe for maximum
performance. It has a 200
needle count construction and a
second-skin fit derived from its
anatomical left/right foot design
and double tab. It also sports
moisture management, mesh
panels for breathability and a
seamless toe for comfort.
Selling Point: New Balance
Socks offers a comprehensive
line to address key usage
occasions and life stages from
highly technical for the elite
athlete, performance socks
outdoorinsightmag.com
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for the everyday athlete and
lifestyle socks for those looking
to express their personality.
They are grounded in consumer
insight, thoughtful, innovative
design and visual appeal and
deliver on fit, comfort and style.
The majority of the Technical
Elite socks are made in the USA.

Point6’s Hiking Tech Light, $20.95.

The Future: Fit, comfort and
style will remain important
in the technical sock market.
Developing socks and shoes as
a performance unit to deliver on
these needs is also critical for
giving athletes gear that helps
improve their performance.

to their gear. The OS1st Brace
Layer System answers the
call for bracing support and
recovery that doesn’t disrupt
the athlete’s sport or apparel.
And we have incorporated new
vibrant colors to our lineup.
Business Opportunities: As the
number of runners and athletes
of all ages continues to grow
and running events become
more vigorous, the demand for
wearable and functional bracing
is clear and growing.
Point6’s Hiking Tech
Light, $20.95

Stacia Betley, Marketing, says:
Business Opportunities:
Consumers in this category are
constantly seeking to improve
their performance and expect
products to help achieve
their goals. To grow, we must
continue offering innovative,
performance-optimizing
products that deliver on fit,
comfort and style.
OS1st’s Performance Foot
Sleeve, $39.99
OS1st’s Performance Foot Sleeve, $39.99.

Josh Higgins, VP– Sales, ING
Source, says:
Performance Features:
OS1st Brace Layer System
Performance Sleeves are
constructed of high-tech fibers
using advanced manufacturing
equipment and feature medicalgrade graduated compression.
Each is perfectly sized with
pinpoint accuracy in the
compression zones.

SmartWool’s Women’s PhD Run Light Elite Micro, $17.95.

Sockwell Rx’s Plantar Ease Sport Quarter, $19.99.
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Selling Point: When it comes
to true graduated compression,
needle count and fiber make
a real performance difference.
Our use of 400-needle microfiber
nylon construction means
accuracy, durability and
function. OS1st Brace Layer
System is designed to be worn
with a favorite sock, under any
apparel and during any sport
or activity and moves with the
athlete and provides stabilizing
support while in motion.
The Future: We understand
runners’ and athletes’ desire
for a comprehensive approach

Performance Features: Made
of compact spun merino
wool, which is 25 percent
more durable than traditional
ring-spun yarn, this hiker is
63 percent Merino wool, five
percent Spandex and 32 percent
nylon. Nylon reinforces the
toe, and Spandex provides
an anatomical fit. Cushioned
under the foot, the sock is
topped with a flat knit for better
breathability. It also includes
sport-specific cushioning,
optimal cross-stretch, deep
heel pockets, a smooth toe
closure and moisture-wicking
ventilation panels.
Selling Point: Point6 founders
Peter and Patty Duke introduced
merino wool to the outdoor
industry over 20 years ago
at their first successful sock
company. The wool, selected
for length and diameter of
the fibers, is sourced from
New Zealand. Compact-spun
yarns are used throughout
the sock instead of in only
specific areas as other brands
do, and a unique knitting
process provides an ultrasmooth toe closure. Made in
the USA, the brand’s running
and hiking socks have a lifetime
satisfaction guarantee.
The Future: Point6 is
continuously striving to
innovate new designs, sportspecific construction and
material technology while
tracking fashion trends and

never compromising quality,
performance, fit and durability.
Business Opportunities: The
opportunity lies in the expansion of consumer awareness
that Merino wool is the best natural fiber available to produce
socks for every occasion.
SmartWool’s Women’s
PhD Run Light Elite
Micro, $17.95

Molly Cuffe, Global Brand
Marketing Director, says:
Performance Features: Made of
51 percent Merino, 46 percent
nylon and three percent
elastane, the PhD Run Light
is purpose-built for run yet is
versatile and stylish enough for
general fitness activities and
casual events. It has the brand’s
4 Degree Elite fit system that
uses two targeted elastics for
better stretch and recovery as
well as the patented ReliaWool
technology for increased
durability in high-impact areas.
Selling Point: SmartWool is a
performance and technology
brand. Everything we do starts
with examining the body in
motion. Fashion follows form.
Once we have the function laid
out, the technology placed and
the body mapped, the style
side follows. We’ve found that
when we offer a sock that fits
better, is durable and is more
comfortable than anything else
on the market, consumers are
willing to pay for that quality.
The Future: The theme of
fusion is driving our design
team; the barrier between the
gym, the trail and the urban
environment is evaporating
rapidly, due in large part to
the growth in urban millennials aspiring to be more
active in the outdoors and
across non-exclusive activities. Whereas aging consumers may identify as climbers, runners or the like, this
generation, with its growing
buying power, largely identifies
with more broad terms such
as “athlete.” We’re seeing the
merging of outdoor and fitness
outdoorinsightmag.com

PRODUCT SHOWCASE
GCI Outdoor

Seattle Sports

Bi-Fold Camp Chair™
The Bi-Fold Camp Chair™ is a revolutionary 4-position chair! Bi-Fold Technology™
and Dual-fold design equals an incredibly compact, Free-Stand Technology™
Folded chair stands upright, with Smart Carry Shoulder Strap™ and Shoulder or
cross-body strap for hands-free portability. With a beverage holder and headrest.

FireWater Multi-Bottle
FireWater is a USB/Solar charged, collapsible, LED bottle. Use as a water bottle,
or waterproof container. Illuminate your surroundings with the three-setting LED
light: low, high, or ﬂashing. Ignite the night with FireWater Multi-bottle!

Sea Eagle

GCI Outdoor

Sea Eagle® RazorLite™
The world’s ﬁrst high-performance, high pressure, all Drop-Stitch inﬂatable
kayaks! Light, narrow and fast to paddle. Available in two sizes for solo or
tandem paddling.

FirePit Rocker™
The FirePit Rocker is a low-rider rocker that’s ready for an evening around the ﬁre
pit! Spring-Action Rocking Technology™ - Smooth rocking on any surface, Padded
backrest and armrests -EAZY-FOLD™ Technology, Folds and unfolds in a snap!
Includes a beverage holder and carry handle.

®

Aspect Solar

Energy Bar 100
This portable powerhouse can keep your laptop, LED TV and mobile devices fullycharged at work, play or home. With a battery life twice that of similar products and
ﬁve times the duration of traditional batteries, you will have the freedom you deserve. It is TSA approved for carry-on and checked baggage and with AspectCare’s
5-year guarantee, there are few limits to how far you can go.
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Meet Your Sporting Goods Fulfillment Partner
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PADDLE SPORTS

Gain More Purchasing Power • Expand Your Assortment • Eliminate Potential Out-of-Stocks

WATCHES/GPS

OPTICS

We have the service, selection, & support you need to extend your store!
Learn more about D&H and set up your account, it’s free! www.dandh.com/sports

Jim Blauvelt, Sporting Goods Manager
jblauvelt@dandh.com

717-255-7831

END INSIGHT
SPORTING GOODS SALES GROW

R

etail sales of sporting goods equipment, athletic
footwear and athletic apparel increased two percent
in 2014, according to the 2015 edition of the NSGA
Sporting Goods Market report, which was recently released
by the National Sporting Goods Association.
The new report shows that dollar sales increased by two
percent for both sporting goods equipment and athletic
footwear, while athletic apparel remained flat versus 2013.
The equipment category experienced the largest dollar
gains in the exercise and hunting/firearms segments; the

footwear category was led by walking shoes and cross
training/fitness shoes; and the apparel category was driven
by the swimming, bicycle riding and running segments.
From a channel of purchase perspective, full-line sporting
goods stores were the leading channel of purchase for
equipment and footwear. Within the equipment segment
specialty sport shops and discount stores continued to
be the second and third largest outlets. In the footwear
segment online sites ranked second and the discount store
segment was third. O

Nearly half of all
Americans

48.4%
participated in at least one
outdoor activity in 2014.

this equates to

141.4
million participants

STAND UP PADDLING IS STILL SURGING

S

tand up paddling is at the head of the pack when it comes to one-year participation growth for outdoor activities
according to the Outdoor Foundation’s Outdoor Recreation Participation Topline Report 2014. Stand up paddling
had one-year participation growth of 38 percent. Downhill telemarking also had strong growth at 26 percent, while
boardsailing/windsurfing was the third fastest growing outdoor activity at 18 percent. O
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by B A F F I N

GUARANTEED TO LEAK.
LIKE A SIEVE.
THE BAFFIN TRAIL TO RAPIDS SERIES
METALLIC GRID
IN-SOLE STOPS
STONES AND GRIT
VENTILATED MESH PROVIDES
ULTIMATE BREATHABILITY
ULTRA LIGHT MIDSOLE
PROTECTS AND CUSHIONS
OUTERSOLE GIVES ADDED
TRACTION ON THE TRAILS

FRONT AND BACK
DRAINAGE CHANNELS
DRAIN ALL MOISTURE

A lightweight and highly breathable trail
shoe. Incredibly comfortable. Designed
to allow water to drain right through while
a metallic grid, in the sole, prevents rocks
or debris from entering. Whether walking
through a stream or hiking the trails,
the insole channels are designed to drain
all moisture.
TRULY INNOVATIVE AND FUNCTIONAL.

PAUL HUBNER BAFFIN INC.
Owner & CTO (Chief Testing Officer)

Customer Service: 1-800-387-5858
Email: sales@baffin.com

